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1 EXT. DORCHESTER PRISON - EARLY MORNING 1

A misty rain is falling.Crowds of ONLOOKERS (all ages, all

classes) between 3000-4000 gather outside the gates of

Dorchester Prison Add a dateline:

AUGUST 5TH 1856 DORSET

as ELIZABETH MARTHA BROWN (41) - beautiful-looking very

young for her age with strikingly black shoulder length

curly hair - her hands tied in front of her- walks

dignified, composed and resigned past the silent crowd.

She is escorted by two chaplains, REV.DACRE -CLEMETSON

(40’s- tall-slim-shock of black hair sideburns)who has

become MARTHA’S confident and friend and REV HENRY MOULE

(30’s, round face, fat stomach) and two FEMALE

ATTENDANTS. She calmly ascends the steps of the scaffold

where high on a platform, WILLIAM CALCRAFT the

executioner(50’s-severe looking and known for his cruel

short drops) draws a thin white cloth hood over her face

and places the rope over the beam. Her black silk dress is

tied tightly at her ankles (Victorian attempt to preserve

modesty.) Amongst the CROWD and with a good vantage point

sitting in a tree, two BOYS aged 16, eager for a good view

are watching intently.A noose is placed around her

neck,the fatal bolt is drawn and the woman struggles for a

few moments then ’swings’ around in the ’thick misty

rain’. One of the boys, shocked, falls out of the tree,

the other is the YOUNG THOMAS HARDY, fresh faced dressed

ready for a day’s work in the office.His eyes linger an

unusually long time on the hanging dead body.

2 EXT. MAX GATE DORCHESTER - MORNING 2

Add a dateline:

1889 - 35 YEARS LATER

HARDY 48 years old -Novelist and poet,full beard -

unfashionable for the day wearing tweed jacket, tie and

breeches with a cream panama hat in hand -in

characteristically pensive mood - puts on his hat and

closes behind him the door of his residence,Max Gate (an

imposing - relatively modest property which he designed

and had built himself -stands isolated- surrounded by

agricultural land.)

TITLES

HARDY walks purposefully towards the town- along an unmade

track.Distant church bells tolling.There is a light

feathery snow falling-children playing in a field with

their dog - a courting couple very much in love pass him

by- A lone pretty girl passes carrying a heavy wooden pale

- Hardy smiles at her and turns and watches her for a

short time- As he approaches Grey’s Bridge outskirts of

(CONTINUED)
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town, he sees a raven tearing at the carcass of a fox

beneath the skeleton hedgerow.

HARDY (V.O)

(Over scene)

I REMEMBER what a fine figure she

showed against the sky as she

hung in the misty rain and how

the tight, black, silk gown set

off her shape as she wheeled half

round and back.

The contrast between the black raven, the white snow and

the red blood from the fox is striking. Add Film Title:

LOVE LIES A BLEEDING (in red with blood dripping subtly

from the G)

3 INT. LOCAL ARCHIVE LIBRARY -COUNTY MUSEUM - MORNING 3

HARDY pausing in the hallway brushes the snow off his

coat- settling down in his usual work space.As he passes

into the reading room we hear

FLORENCE (O.C)

Nice to see e again Mr.’ardy Sir!

HARDY sits at a table as FLORENCE,a robust,pretty looking

girl in her twenties who has worked as an assistant since

she left her education at 12 - dressed poorly yet neat and

clean places a pile of newspapers and documents on to the

table -always eager to please

FLORENCE

I found lots about that case e

asked after Mr ’ardy, I hope they

be of some use

HARDY

Thank you Florrie.(picking up a

paper he reads aloud) The Dorset

Chronicle 4th November 1885 ’A

HORSE KILLED’

FLORENCE

Tha ’twere all of four year ago

Mr ’ardy. I remember me mam

runnin’ back home after she zid

it ’appen, out of ’er wits she be

at sight of so much blood

HARDY

Thank you Florrie, natural deaths

no matter how bloody are not to

be feared. ’Tis those unnatural

ones by foul means we should

concern our hearts with.
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FLORENCE leaves puzzled but she is used to her friend’s

strange phrases,it’s what she likes about him. HARDY

begins to read the article. The scene changes to

4 EXT. HIGH STREET -DORCHESTER - CONTINUOUS- MORNING 4

The street bustling-

TRADERS,BUYERS,TINKERS,FAMILIES,carts,a few sheep being

driven to market.A large welsh dresser which is being

lowered gently down from a 1st floor loft hatch on to a

wagon waiting below,breaks from its ropes and crashes to

the ground. A horse, being walked by a FARMER(35)large

build, rugged looks, beard with his YOUNG SON (5)- dressed

similar to his father- throws itself in panic through a

plate glass shop window inflicting a massive shoulder

wound which bleeds profusely flooding the shop floor.

5 INT. LOCAL ARCHIVE LIBRARY - COUNTY MUSEUM - SAME 5

HARDY folds up the newspaper sorts through others- tidies

specific documents in a bundle-he knows exactly which

ones he wants- leaving most of the newspapers on the table

- his eyes fix on FLORENCE who is stacking some books on

shelves- HARDY smiles at her secretly admiring her

features and shapeliness - she smiles back

6 EXT. HIGH STREET - CONTINUOUS- LATE MORNING 6

HARDY leaves the museum,tucking the bundle inside his

coat- walks towards his home,passing numerous shop windows

which fill his head with images of bleeding horses.It is

still snowing -more heavily

7 INT. HARDY’S FRONT STUDY -MAX GATE - AFTERNOON 7

NELLIE, the maid (19)small and slightly built with dark

hair tied up under a white cap, friendly face,gentle

manners,has just got a good fire going in the grate and

goes to leave

HARDY

Thank you Nell,’tis a hearty fire

you made

NELLIE

’Tis a cold un today Mr. ’ardy.

Cook’s makin’ a fine stew supper

for e and Mrs ’ardy to ’ave this

evenin’just right for this

weather

Hardy settles at his desk which is littered with

manuscripts,documents,papers,pens,an ink well,a magnifying

(CONTINUED)
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glass and a tiny pair of wire framed spectacles -the

bundle of documents and papers is put to one side.He dips

his pen in ink compelled to work on his new novel and

writes on a clean sheet of paper.. taking the reins in her

own hand Cis...the scene dissolves to

8 EXT. ROUGH COUNTRY LANE - 10 MILES FROM CASTERBRIDGE

(DORCHESTER)- NIGHT 8

jogged on as before.. CIS WOODROW (Tess) 17 yrs -a very

beautiful young innocent country girl but an educated one-

-long auburn hair hanging loose under a bonnet-shawl

around her shoulders -is driving the family horse and

wagon loaded with beehives to market - CIS takes on the

responsibility because MR WOODROW, her father,is still

drunk from the evening before -she is accompanied by

ABRAHAM, her brother (9) - innocent - helpful -sleepy from

being woke up in the middle of the night-rather

philosophical by nature

ABRAHAM

I wanna sleep, Cis, why cain’t

farther take Prince and the bees?

CIS

Cause he ain’t fit Aby and market

opens and we cain’t miss it cause

soon swarmin’ be all over, then

there b’aint no point. You sleep.

ABRAHAM

Sis, bain’t you glad you ’m going

to wed a genelman

CIS

What? who has put that in your

head?

ABRAHAM

Farther zed that we’ve a rich

lady in our family who lives over

at Trantbridge an’her be goin’

find e a genelman for e to marry.

I ’eard ’em talking ’bout it.

CIS

Nonsense, Aby, now go to sleep.

CIS drifts momentarily asleep herself with the gentle

trotting movement of Prince.The early morning mail-cart

approaches at speed in the opposite direction and without

warning crashes into Prince and the pointed shaft drives

into his breast from which is spurting his

life-blood.There is screaming from the horse, shouting

from MAIL CART DRIVER, crying from ABRAHAM,a pitiful sight

with the sun just rising

(CONTINUED)
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MAIL CART MAN

Hoi There ! Look out

CIS jumps down immediately and is trying desperately to

stop the flow of blood - she gets covered in blood

spatters

CIS

Prince! oh Prince! Prince

MAIL CART MAN

You was on the wrong side. The

wrong side Miss....Now,

unfortunately I’m bound to go on

with the mail bags. Best for you

to bide ’ere with your load and

I’ll send someone to help as soon

as I can.

He drives off and ABRAHAM jumps down to join CIS, flinging

his arms around her waist

ABRAHAM

Oh Cissy, what can us do now? Are

we goin’ to go on wiv the hives?

SUE

We cain’t...Prince is killed. Tis

all my doin’ Aby, what will

mother and father live on

now.What’ll ’appen to us all? To

think I ’ave been such a fool.

CIS holds ABRAHAM and they are unaware of the fact they

are sitting in pools of blood next to their dead horse.CIS

holds herself totally responsible. The scene dissolves to

9 INT. HIGH STREET - BUTCHERS SHOP - DORCHESTER - MORNING 9

Back in 1885 again- the horse that bled over the shop

floor has been mercy killed- THE FARMER with his YOUNG SON

are weeping over the dead body unaware they are sitting in

pools of blood.There is chaos- people running

around-mopping floor

10 EXT. THE WOODROWS’GARDEN -MARLOTT - MORNING 10

The dead Prince is being hauled by ropes and tumbled into

a huge hole that MR WOODROW has dug in the patch of land

used for the previous crop of potatoes.The cottage behind

is in need of repair.The family are poor. CIS’s three

younger sisters, LIZA-LU (12) optimistic,looks up to CIS,a

younger version of her- HOPE (7) pretty -innocent MODESTY

(5)another BROTHER (3) and a BABY barely a year old.

ABRAHAM is holding his younger brothers’ hand- MRS WOODROW

(CONTINUED)
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is carrying the baby.All the girls are crying. MR WOODROW

looks exhausted and rather pathetically still hung over.

JOAN WOODROW puts the baby down on the hill of soil next

to the hole.They all stare at Prince’s body squashed in

the hole

ABRAHAM

Is a gone to ’eaven?

JOAN WOODROW

a course Abraham, Prince was a

hard workin”orse an’ a good un

too.

The baby starts to crawl to the edge of the hole and is in

danger of falling into it

JOAN WOODROW (CONT’D)

Stay put now young un.Be enough

us buryin ’one of the family

HOPE

When we gettin’a new Prince,Ma?

LIZA-LU

’ush now ,poor Prince

she picks up and comforts MODESTY but nearly topples over

under the weight

LIZA-LU (CONT’D)

an’ poor Cis, ’twere a thing to

’appen

CIS

(whispers to herself)

I be surely a murd’ress

11 INT. HARDY’S FRONT STUDY - EVENING 11

HARDY blots the word ’murderess’ and tidies up his sheets

and puts them in a neat pile - he writes something on a

title page and puts the whole manuscript on the

mantle-piece.Sitting back down he picks up the bundle of

documents that Florence found for him,flicks through them

- hesitates before selecting-’The Trial of Martha Brown.’

NELLIE enters

NELLIE

Mrs ’Ardy, wishes to know if e

will join her for supper. She ’as

bin playin’ in the snow this

aft’noon with Lillian and Gordon

an ’as a mighty app’tite she

says.

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY

Tell my wife Nell,I am heavily

absorbed with my writing at

present,she must dine with the

children but I would appreciate

it if she could give me some help

later if she so wishes?

NELLIE

Thank ee Mr ’Ardy

He puts on his spectacles,takes up the report and reads.

The scene changes to

12 INT. COURTROOM - DORCHESTER - MORNING 12

The quarterly assizes are about to begin.MEMBERS OF THE

PUBLIC are bustling around, taking and filling all

available seats.Add a dateline:

JULY 26TH 1856

THE JURY is being assembled, general chaos,disorder,loud

chatter then THE JUDGE enters, sits and brings down his

gavel -all goes quiet. MARTHA BROWN -her obvious beauty

showing behind a haunted looking pale face - showing the

signs of stress -is in the dock- central position in the

courtroom-her arresting policeman is at her side -she

stares at THE JUDGE. MR COMPTON experienced prosecution

for the crown stands to one side in front of the JUDGE

ready in waiting

JUDGE

Elizabeth Martha Brown. You are

charged with the crime that you

did willfully and cruelly murder

your husband John Anthony Brown.

How do you plead?

MARTHA BROWN

Not Guilty

MR COMPTON

Mrs Brown will you tell the court

exactly what happened on the

night of 6th July in this year of

our Lord Eighteen Hundred and

Fifty Six.

MARTHA BROWN

It were around two in the morning

I were shivering wi’cold, the

fire had gone out an’ I heard a

groaning outside the ’ouse.I went

to look and it be my John.He says

I be kicked by the ’orse.. I zid

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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MARTHA BROWN (cont’d)
’im lying there with his face all

bloody. He was just ’bout

breathing so I drag ’im through

the passage into the room behind

our shop

MR COMPTON

On what business was your husband

about that day? For him to be

coming home so late

MARTHA

’e left early to get some ’tatoes

for the shop counter. He be

goin’to Beaminster for ’em with

his friend George Fooks

MARTHA takes a deep breath, she is imagining JOHN’S day

and the scene dissolves to

13 INT. THE GEORGE INN - BROADWINDSOR - EVENING 13

JOHN BROWN, an extremely handsome young man 20 years

old,his hat perched on the bar - tall with long dark hair

and a neat short beard is drinking with his

neighbour,GEORGE, older than John with very rough rugged

features,full long beard and wearing his hat. OTHER LOCALS

are gathered round enjoying their drink and each others’

companionship

GEORGE FOOKS

Come on John, drink ’t down. this

be one for yer woman who be

waiting at ’ome for ee, the

patient Martha

LOCAL

Aye,an’keepin’ yer bed warm for

ee

GEORGE FOOKS

and here’s one for t’other woman

JOHN BROWN

(drinking heavily) Now she do be

a fine young ’un that Mary Davis.

She didn’t ought be out walkin’

alone like that this noon, she be

askin’ to be helped out, she be

They laugh

GEORGE FOOKS

Ah, she be a fine woman that Mary

Davis
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14 EXT. ROAD TO BEAMINSTER - MIDDAY 14

The scene goes back to earlier that day JOHN and GEORGE’S

horses and carts one in front of the other are being

driven along a country lane. MARY DAVIS, about the same

age as John, pretty and also a shop keeper is riding with

JOHN. They are laughing and surprisingly intimate with

each other.It is obviously not the first time they have

been together. The sun beats down on them and the fields

around are already parched though not yet harvested.

15 INT.THE CROSS KEYS INN - BROADWINDSOR - LATE EVENING 15

Back to later that evening JOHN and GEORGE and MANY LOCALS

INCLUDING WOMEN are drinking, flirting and getting more

and more intoxicated in a second public house

16 EXT. CROSSROADS - BIRDSMOORGATE -NIGHT 1 AM 16

Both drunk, JOHN and GEORGE and their horses and carts

part company at the crossroads. Its an unusually warm

night.They are both very cheerful. Their faces are flushed

and healthy looking and the scene changes back to

17 INT. COURTROOM DORCHESTER - MORNING 17

MARTHA face grows paler, she looks sick but remains calm

MR COMPTON

Would it not be true to say that

if you were still awake as you

say you were you would have heard

the horses pass by as your house

is situated so near to the

crossroads

MARTHA

I did Sir, so I knew e would not

be long a comin’ but it were in

fact an unusually long time I

waited ’til I ’eard this terrible

groaning outside

MARTHA swallows hard, the scene dissolves to

18 EXT. THE BROWN’S GROCERY SHOP - 2.AM 18

MARTHA hurries out of the house and finds JOHN collapsed

outside the shop on the doorstep.She cradles him in her

arms and calls out his name- scene changes back to
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19 INT. COURTROOM DORCHESTER - MORNING 19

MARTHA more sure of herself and with her hands resting on

the dock front, in desperation is now really believing

what she is saying, the lie is as real to her as the truth

which she is blocking out

MARTHA

John.. e say -I be kicked by the

’orse and I say ’ow John? an’e

could ’ardly utter the words but

e zed that e unhitched...

The scene dissolves to

20 EXT. FIELD - BIRDSMOORGATE - 1.20 AM 20

JOHN unhitches the cart and startles the horse because he

is drunk. The horse kicks out many times and JOHN is too

drunk to react, the horse knocks him to the floor in a

pool of blood-repeatedly kicks him,he has severe injuries

to his head. His hat lays trampled in the mud, he catches

his trousers on the gate as he falls, cusses and vomits.

21 INT. HARRIET KNIGHT’S COTTAGE -BEDROOM -1.40 AM 21

HARRIET KNIGHT (late 40’s,busybody, gossip) is looking out

of her bedroom window from the cottage opposite the field.

She sees the dark outline of the horse and hears the horse

seemingly grazing contently. She hears footsteps walking

down the lane but does not see who it is but assumes that

it is JOHN.The scene changes back to

22 INT. COURTROOM DORCHESTER - LATE MORNING 22

Another prosecution lawyer MR STOCK, has taken over from

MR COMPTON

MR STOCK

Why do you persist in lying to

the court Mrs. Brown

MARTHA

I am not, I ’ave said before he

came to his own death from the

kicks of an ’orse.

‘Twas a feisty ’orse always was

.... I am innocent I tell you

innocent

MARTHA looks to others in the courtroom, for sympathy,

longing for them to believe her
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23 INT. HARDY’S FRONT STUDY - NEXT DAY - MORNING 23

It is very cold and NELLIE is re-making the fire in the

study. HARDY enters the study,holding a red ribbon and

says to himself, Oh Martha as he glances at his desk top

spread out with papers. HARDY then sits and re-arranges

Martha Brown’s documents from where he left them the night

before.He ties them together with the ribbon. EMMA,

HARDY’S wife of many years,late 40’s enters the study-she

has a slight limp.(the pain in her legs a legacy from

early child hood) She has very plain features,quite harsh

now although she was once quite attractive, and hair

arranged severely high on top of her head where it once

fell in beautiful long curls around her shoulders.

HARDY

You have to wonder Em why Martha

Brown lied so in court,why she

stuck so fast to her story,it was

her undoing

EMMA

She did swear on the Bible and

before God that she would tell

the whole truth... she did

not...’twas a terrible sin.

HARDY

Well, as it was ’twas all such a

pity that she lied. If she had

but told the court the truth

’bout what happened and ’bout the

cruelty suffered her by her

husband as she did in her

confession then she may have at

least escaped hanging

EMMA

A lifetime locked up in

darkness would be even more of a

punishment.At least she made her

peace with God.This life on earth

Tom is only the spiritual path we

tread until we meet our maker for

a ’Better’ life

HARDY

Hmmmm! I do not believe that..if

a way to the Better there be ,

then it exacts a full look at the

worst, sooner rather then

later.I, now, am all the more

determined to make my new heroine

in this novel tell the truth

(CONTINUED)
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EMMA

Why?

HARDY

Because of who I make her, she

will be incapable of telling a

lie, she behaves according to the

laws of nature,to live life

through natural instinct.A novel

is an impression so I am going to

build on my past thoughts and

ideas about life and make even

stronger new impressions for my

audience Em.See what then becomes

of your God and religion and

justice!

EMMA

You speak like a pagan, always so

pessimistic and bleak.

HARDY

That way I do not suffer

disappointment and I am not

’fooled’.I think that pessimism

is playing the sure game. You

cannot lose at it but you main

gain.

By this time NELLIE has got a roaring fire going and

leaves

EMMA

Thank you Nellie. This story

is already filling with gloom

even more so then your others.

You do so create the worst

possible circumstances.

HARDY

I admit it used to trouble me

writing ’sad’ stories especially

when considering there is so much

sadness in the world...but when

the worst circumstances as you

put it are reckoned with then

when better arise, as they may,

well then life becomes child’s

play. So I do not trouble myself

any more with those thoughts.

EMMA

I don’t see what you mean Tom

HARDY

Look Em,is not the cure or at

least relief from a disease to

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY (cont’d)

actually understand it?

Understanding eases the pain and

suffering

EMMA

Is that why I suffer so much pain

in my legs because I never

understand what causes it?

HARDY

In simple terms I suppose... but

what I mean to say is perhaps by

studying and reading tragedy in

fiction it may help people to

escape the worst forms of it in

real life.

EMMA

Yes I see,(though she doesn’t)

then we would have no need of

doctors,they will all be replaced

with writers... Do you want me to

continue with the copying now?

HARDY

No, not now Em. We will work

after we’ve taken lunch.I will

attend to the post first.Ask Nell

to bring me some tea

HARDY is intrigued by a small package he begins to

open...EMMA goes

24 INT. DRAWING ROOM - MAX GATE - EVENING 24

Hardy is stroking one of the pet cats called Trot and Emma

has another on her lap.They are in a relaxed mood, Emma

has her hair loose this evening. MOSS their much loved

retriever is lying in front of the roaring fire.

EMMA

How long do you think we should

have to stay at the Hotel when in

London Tom?

HARDY

Until we can find something more

permanent.I am currently lookin’

into the possibility of renting

two furnished floors in Bayswater

EMMA

Oh dear, some other person’s dull

furniture... some other

person’s dust, do you remember

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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EMMA (cont’d)
that floor at the apartment in,

where was it?

She recoils in disgust,smooths her dress

EMMA (CONT’D)

Are you looking forward to the

season?

HARDY

As much as you can with London

being no better than four million

forlorn hopes... Look I received

this little book of poems from a

young aspiring writer today. She

wishes me to peruse them and give

her advice. They are good, very

pleasing, from what I can see.

EMMA

Who wrote them?

HARDY

Rosamund Thomson although she

goes by the name of her husband

Graham R Thomson

EMMA

How ridiculous to go by her

husband’s name! Are they good

because they are good or because

she is a woman?

HARDY

I admit I am flattered, she is

indeed quite fashionable in Town

I believe. The sensuous

abandonment of youth she writes

about... is exciting...reminds me

of my cousin ....Phena

EMMA

Ah Yes , her who you were in

youthful abandonment with before

we met.She married someone else

did she not? Had children, moved

to Exeter

HARDY

Dearest Emmie I believe you are

jealous.

HARDY feelings are heightened by this jealousy and he

softens to EMMA, approaches her but she resists his

advances as she has done so many times before.The cats

move away.He is hurt and frustrated. EMMA is partly

(CONTINUED)
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annoyed with her own coldness. She picks up Trot and shows

it tenderness.HARDY bends down to talk to MOSS showing him

tenderness. He then leaves the drawing room with the book

of poems awkwardly smiling appeasing EMMA who has her head

down so doesn’t see

25 INT. HARDY’S FRONT STUDY 25

Hardy places the book of poems on the mantle shelf next to

the manuscript. The title page of which we can now see

’The Body and Soul of Sue’

A new novel by Thomas Hardy

26 MONTAGE: CONTINUOUS 26

The servants helping pack the trunks into the coach- Steam

train passing through rural countryside, farm land,

workers in the field,all the characteristic elements of

country life that Hardy himself so loves. The steam from

the engine obscures from time to time

HARDY AND EMMA inside a carriage

A herd of long horn cattle are startled into a run by the

train’s hooter

The urban sprawl of buildings encroaching on the pastoral

feel of the countryside

Train drawing into Waterloo Station. Very busy with

various passengers going back and forth

27 EXT. THE THEATRE ROYAL DRURY LANE - COVENT GARDEN -

EVENING 27

HARDY, EMMA, many of their SOCIETY ACQUAINTANCES are on

the steps outside a fashionable playhouse.Add a dateline:

LONDON 1889

EMMA and FRIENDS are chatting happily.HARDY stares into

the distance and notices a strikingly beautiful woman with

jet black curly hair, black dress, riding in a carriage.

She is laughing as if not a care in the world with a

gentleman at her side. EMMA notices HARDY’S eyes following

the woman.He says quietly to himself where do these women

come from? She reminds Hardy of how he imagines Martha

Brown to look like The scene changes to
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28 INT. ROSE AND CROWN - BIRDSMOORGATE -MORNING 28

Just a day after JOHN’s death, MARTHA looks just as

beautiful but is sitting rather forlornly. The Coroner’s

Inquest is in progress. MANY VILLAGERS including HARRIET

KNIGHT and RICHARD DAEMON are present some standing but

SAMUEL SKINNER CORY,the magistrate is seated as is MARTHA

and many others- HENRY STRANGEWAY HOUNSELL is standing

with a report in his hand.

HENRY STRANGEWAY HOUNSELL

Yes Sir, I am Henry Strangeway

Hounsell, my profession is

Surgeon and it is I who was

called to carry out an

examination of poor John Brown

yesterday

SAMUEL SKINNER CORY

Could you then tell this inquest

your findings.

HENRY STRANGEWAY HOUNSELL

I found six wounds on his head

Sir. Other parts of his body were

without any mark or wound,except

a slight injury to one finger on

the left hand. Four wounds on his

head were about an inch in length

exposing the skull. The frontal,

both parietal and the left

temporal bones were much

fractured with protrusion of

brain at the frontal wound.

Martha is in shock is holding back a strong feeling of

nausea caused by the surgeon’s report, the heat and lack

of air in the building

HENRY STRANGEWAY HOUNSELL (CONT’D)

There was an even longer wound

above the eyebrow and bruises

over the nasal bones.’Twas a

pitiful sight for any surgeon.

SAMUEL SKINNER CORY

Thank you Dr.Hounsell. Martha

would you stand before the

inquest please?

MARTHA

(standing up)

I said before Sir, when I found

’im on the doorstep he were very

wounded but alive and he said

he’d been kicked by the ’orse. I

got ’im in as best I could.

(CONTINUED)
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HARRIET KNIGHT

(standing up and butting in)

Sir, I be roused urgently ’bout 6

by Mr Daemon here,to go to the

Brown’s ’ouse as he says John’s

bin killed. I didn’t zid any

blood outside on the road to

their ’ouse or in the passage.I

must say I said to Martha that I

do doubt that the ’orse killed

’em.

SAMUEL SKINNER CORY

What do you to say to that

Martha?

MARTHA

’tis true she say to me she doubt

thee ’orse killed ’em but I

didn’t sir, I didn’t -’twere his

own ’orse. I know’d it.

SAMUEL SKINNER CORY

Who is the neighbour living right

next to the field where the horse

is kept?

HARRIET KNIGHT

Elizabeth Sampson Sir,She b’aint

here though Mr Cory. She didn’t

wanna come.But I live opposite

the gate of the field where John

keeps ’is ’orse and I ’eard the

gate slam and I ’eard footsteps

going past Elizabeth’s house Sir

but I didn’t zid anybody. I

’elped Martha lay John out Sir as

I be ’er friend an’all.

MARTHA sits staring ahead- she is dazed and in a state of

shock truly believing her own story of what happened when

clearly everyone else present doesn’t.

29 EXT. CROSSROADS - BIRDSMOORGATE - NEXT MORNING 29

MARTHA is being led to a waiting wagon by the parish

constable MR. HULL (late 30’s, solidly built but gentle

and compassionate

MARTHA

What is happening Sir? I bain’t

done it. The ’orse kicked ’im, I

tell ee

(CONTINUED)
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MR HULL

You be arrested Martha for the

murder of your husband

MARTHA

Where are we goin’? I’m innocent

I tell you

MR HULL

Dorchester Miss, ’tis a fair old

way I know, we will not hurry an’

I promise ’ee too t’will be a

fair trial for ee for sure.

The wagon drives off,the scene changes to

30 EXT. THE THEATRE ROYAL DRURY LANE - COVENT GARDEN -

EVENING 30

Hardy is in his own head, the woman he was watching has

long gone.Most of the other friends have dispersed. Emma

who has been chatting away hasn’t noticed Hardy’s

withdrawal until now

EMMA

Isn’t this lovely Tom, shall we

get the cab

They get into a waiting cab, the horse trots off calmly

into the bustling Victorian streets.

31 MONTAGE: CONTINUOUS 31

Images of steam driven fair organ with working men and

women enjoying themselves, police arresting a pick

pocket,high class men in top hats escorting high class

ladies in fashionable hats- the cab rattles on by

32 INT. MARY JEUNE’S HOUSE - WIMPOLE STREET - AFTERNOON 32

MARY,(45) a long standing friend of THE HARDY’s is the

born entertainer,a society hostess,related to the Duke of

Wellington,her two daughters born from a previous marriage

MADELEINE (10 yrs) and DOROTHY (12yrs) are running up and

down the stairs playing a version of chase There are many

GUESTS including HARDY and EMMA, EDITH WHARTON,MABEL

ROBINSON, MONA CAIRD. MARY JEAUNE catches one of her

daughters as she runs by and shrieks with motherly love

and excitement

HARDY

Ahhh the irrepressible Mrs.

Jeune!

(CONTINUED)
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MADELEINE

Uncle Tom it’s your turn, come up

the staircase

HARDY

Not now Madeleine....

DOROTHY

Does Mother wish to speak quietly

with you again Uncle Tom?

HARDY

I think all the ladies present

need some quiet time my dear

Dorothy including you. Why don’t

you sit with us?

EMMA sits almost alone disengaged from this ’family’

atmosphere. She looks sad but is pleased with HARDY’S

improved mood

MARY JEUNE

Tell me Tom, how is the

scribbling? You said in January

that you have a new commission.

HARDY

Tillotson and Sons. 1000 guineas

which is comforting and yes the

new novel is underway although I

have been writing some short

stories as well which should come

out first at Christmas.

DOROTHY

And more poems Uncle Tom?

HARDY

Yes some poetry too, always time

for a poem

MARY JEUNE

How exciting,you are so modest

Tom as always. Tell us more about

the new novel

EDITH WHARTON

Yes, what social conventions are

you attacking this time? I am

willing to bet the story revolves

around the female of the species

again?

HARDY

Sue...... Sue Troublewell

(CONTINUED)
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EDITH WHARTON

And what does she challenge this

time?

HARDY

She is the innocent victim of all

that challenges her, society’s

values, its

hypocrisy,rules,double

standards...

MARY JEUNE

(excited)

Lovely? more please Thomas.

HARDY

I am thinking that we

should believe more in naturally

instinctive behaviour as the

principle force guiding us in

life rather than in a behaviour

which is continually modified by

a strict moral convention. The

decisions which are made as right

ones guided by religion for

example inevitably create stigmas

that are nothing more than

destructive and repressive

EMMA

Don’t belittle God’s teachings,

the Bible shows us right from

wrong Tom, it is all written in

the Bible..if we live by it

then..

HARDY

No... Sue in my novel

EMMA

(interrupting)

Cis you mean

HARDY

Now Sue ...will be brought

down,destroyed ...

by ..malignant outside forces,

never by natural means

EMMA

You mustn’t say such things, I

must apologize for my husband,

Ladies.

(CONTINUED)
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MABEL ROBINSON

That is strong sentiment Mr Hardy

that will cause great offense I

fear

HARDY

Perhaps?

MADELEINE

What happens to Sue, Uncle Tom in

the end?

HARDY

I do not know all as yet, but it

must be for my readers to see the

aesthetic behind Sue’s great

misfortune.

MONA CAIRD

What do you call your book?

HARDY

The Body and Soul of Sue...she

begins as a very beautiful young

innocent country girl until one

fateful night..

Everyone except EMMA is hanging on Hardy’s every word as

the scene dissolves to

33 EXT. THE CHASE - OUTSKIRTS TRANTRIDGE - LATE EVENING 33

A Horse appears through the thick fog ridden by ALEC

D’URBERVILLE.(20’s)- slim dark good looking gentleman from

a different class, educated, well spoken. charming. SUE

(Tess) is sitting behind ALEC and clinging to his waist.

SUE

Please set me down and let me

walk home Sir!

ALEC D’URBERVILLE

You cannot walk home darling even

if the air were clear. We are

miles away from Trantridge.

SUE

Why, where we be then?

ALEC D’URBERVILLE

The oldest wood in England, a bit

called The Chase...

SUE

Put me down I beg you

(CONTINUED)
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ALEC dismounts and helps SUE off, holding her very close

and unnecessarily for a long time- steals a cursory kiss

and hitches the horse to a tree.

SUE (CONT’D)

You really do not know where we

are do you?

ALEC D’URBERVILLE

To tell you the truth dear, owing

to this fog which disguises

everything , no I don’t. Sit here

and I will go and ascertain our

whereabouts. Stay patient, keep

an eye to the horse. Are you

cold?

SUE

Not very...a little

Alec takes off his overcoat and buttons it around her

shoulders, again taking a rather long time and kissing her

head

ALEC D’URBERVILLE

Nights grow chilly in September,

now my pretty, rest there I shall

soon be back.

He disappears through the trees calling back

By the bye Suzy, your father has

a new cob today. Somebody gave it

to him.

SUE

(calling back)

Somebody? You!

ALEC D’URBERVILLE

And your sisters new dolls.

SUE is distressed, fearful of ALEC and tears run down her

cheeks.The scene changes back to

34 INT. MARY JEUNE’S HOUSE -WIMPOLE STREET - SAME 34

MADELEINE

Why does Sue cry?

HARDY

Would you not cry my dear if you

were left all alone, unable to

see in the night as the thick fog

enveloped you and there was no

knowing what dark forces were

slowly creeping in,

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY (cont’d)
unidentifiable sounds lingering

in the heavy dense mist......

MADELEINE

Stop it Uncle Tom, you’re teasing

THOMAS

It is fortunate or maybe you may

think not so.. that the man soon

returns

The scene dissolves to

35 EXT. THE CHASE - TRANTRIDGE -NIGHT 35

Sue is asleep,Alec moving with outstretched hands to avoid

the boughs cannot find her at first then catches his foot

on the sleeve of the overcoat which he placed over her

ALEC D’URBERVILLE

Sue..... Sue .....

Alec seduces/rapes Sue. The ambiguity between whether it

is seduction or rape is paramount..whatever the case it is

gentle, no violence whatsoever,scene changes back to

36 INT. MARY JEUNE’S HOUSE - WALPOLE STREET -SAME 36

All those seated around are silent-uncomfortable-even the

young girls,although they do not fully understand, so

giggle a bit out of embarrassment

EMMA

(ashamed embarrassed)

Edith dear, are you currently

engaged in any story writing? I

have some jottings myself which I

am working on..

EDITH WHARTON

(impressed)

Bravo Mr Hardy.

MARY JEUNE

Oh Yes very daring, very bold,I

see what you are saying, in a

completely natural world without

opinion or dogma Sue’s experience

would have been merely an

’education.’

HARDY

Alec was simply obeying a natural

law to which Tess in a sense was

sacrificed

(CONTINUED)
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MABEL ROBINSON

But because of societies rules

and conventions it will damn her

HARDY

Yes, social law, holds the

greater blame.

HARDY enjoys the attention and the beauty of the women

surrounding him is more so because they have

intelligence.A knock at the door and an even more

beautiful ROSAMUND TOMSON,the author of the gift of poems

sent to Max Gate, arrives. She holds herself tall-

confident-she wears a large extravagant hat and a long

purple velveteen fitted coat.She is let in by A SERVANT

MABEL ROBINSON

Mrs Thomson, come and join our

crush.

HARDY

(standing up, surprised,pleased),

Mrs Thomson, Rosamund it is such

a pleasure to meet you face to

face,you look positively charming

ROSAMUND

Well thank you Mr Hardy,

Thomas.... I am flattered, as

indeed I was by your writing to

say that you were ’pleased’ to

receive my small gift of poems.

It is wonderful to meet you too.

HARDY

Come and sit here

ROSAMUND sits first then HARDY

HARDY (CONT’D)

I was just explaining something

of my new heroine....the

unfortunate predicament she finds

herself in

ROSAMUND

Mr Hardy I was wondering if you

could get me elected to the

Society of Authors, now that I

have had some writings in

magazines myself.Maybe if you

could...

HARDY

Of course my dear I will write a

letter of recommendation to

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY (cont’d)

Squire Sprigge this instance but

in the mean time may I have the

pleasure of inviting you as my

guest to the annual dinner in

case membership is not through by

then

EMMA looks annoyed but resigned

ROSAMUND

It would be a pleasure Thomas.To

be in the company of such a

renowned and respected author..

HARDY is totally absorbed by ROSAMUND. They continue to

both flirt with each other. EMMA accepts and seems

accustomed to her husband’s behaviour but clearly does not

feel comfortable

37 INT. EDMOND GOSSE’S HOUSE - A WEEK LATER - AFTERNOON 37

EDMOND GOSSE,(40’s)sincere and genuine person-another

writer with credits to his name-a love of life -another

long standing friend of HARDY and his wife NELLIE (younger

than Edmond but quite unattractive with features that are

really child like and small- are entertaining HARDY, EMMA

and another woman,AGATHA THORNYCROFT, wife of the sculptor

HAMO, who is away at this point. HARDY is totally absorbed

by AGATHA now who is strikingly beautiful in contrast to

the other female company. She has full red lips and almost

black eyes

HARDY

Well we must see that you enjoy

yourself as best you can in your

husband’s absence.

AGATHA

Indeed that is what I intend to

do Sir, do you have any

recommendations for outings?

HARDY

The picture galleries are some of

my favourite places, do you like

Turner? I do very much, he is

after my own heart,he paints

impressions...That is how I see

the novel.. as being impressions

of life.

AGATHA

I visited last January the

exhibition at the Royal Academy.

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY

What a coincidence, so did we and

I have been struck ever since by

the sheer artistry of Botticelli

and Rubins.

EMMA

Struck by their depiction of

flesh I rather think

HARDY

Emma you are embarrassing. Agatha

you must come to the Author’s

Dinner next week.Edmund is giving

a talk arn’t you Edmund? and I

have invited the poet Rosamund

Thomson

EMMA

(annoyed)

Thomas you cannot take it upon

yourself to invite every pretty

woman..

NELLIE

Agatha,I think Emma and I will

withdraw to the dining room. Come

along dear, you must tell us

about Hamo’s latest

commission,such a fine sculptor.

EDMOND

You seem disappointed the ladies

have left us Thomas, would you

like a drink?

HARDY

No ... thank you? perhaps a

little one. Do you think they

will forgive me my little

idiosyncrasies?

EDMOND

They already have and do my

friend.Women are the loveliest of

creatures and we both know,we

cannot exist without them.

HARDY

True,my life, my work seems

driven by the ’women’,their

interests are always on my mind.

EDMOND

(interrupting)

In your heart Tom

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY

I cannot write otherwise. Em

doesn’t understand or rather

misinterprets my meaning all the

time. She does not have any

intuitive understanding

EDMOND

I admit that I do not find Emma

that easy to talk to, never have,

she is somewhat.. frivolous

HARDY

Shallow ,although we once talked

so passionately about the poets

when we were young.It was her

lack of life experience,her being

always so protected,I then found

so endearing,quite romantic... I

wonder why romance is such an

exciting state of being but one

which always ends with marriage.

Edmond, do you remember your

first love?

EDMOND

Now there’s a thought to

rejuvenate the withering brain

cells.

HARDY

Ah.. not just the brain cells..

When I was fourteen I fell madly

in love with a very pretty girl

that passed me on horseback

riding along the South Walks in

Dorchester. She did but smile at

me once that’s all

EDMOND

A woman’s smile is a powerful

business

HARDY

Then there were the daughter of

the game keeper... she had

beautiful bay red hair, and

Louisa, daughter of a local

farmer, then..

EDMOND

You remember with such detail,

when it was in actuality such a

long while ago

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY

I never forget a woman’s beauty

and.... what it can do to a man..

HARDY drifts into a melancholy thoughtfulness.EDMOND pours

himself another drink. HARDY declines one

HARDY (CONT’D)

and me no more than a boy when I

became fixed upon a woman’s face

EDMOND

What was her name?

HARDY

Martha

HARDY drifts away momentarily and the scene dissolves to

38 EXT. SCAFFOLD PLATFORM OUTSIDE DORCHESTER PRISON - MORNING

38

MARTHA’s dead body is hanging from the rope.The white hood

over her face is wet from the rain and reveals her

beautiful marble,statuesque like features.Her wet dress is

clinging to her body defining her womanly shape, scene

changes back to

39 INT. EDMOND GOSSE’S HOUSE - SAME 39

HARDY

Martha Brown - a murderess. I saw

her hanged body though I am not

proud of it. ’Twas raining, the

wet, white hood stretched over

her face clung to her features.

She was a beautiful marble

carving. I couldn’t stop looking

Edmond, couldn’t move from the

spot so fixed and hard I be.

EDMOND

My friend, beautiful woman’s

faces..and bodies are sent to

haunt us.Did you know her?

HARDY

There is the thing, I never knew

her at all ’til that day but I

feel as if her heart t’were mine

and always will be.

AGATHA reappears and affectionately slides her arms around

HARDY’S shoulders

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY (CONT’D)

How are the lady wives?

AGATHA

We are all eagerly awaiting your

company now for dinner gentlemen

HARDY rises quickly, puts his arm around AGATHA’s waist as

if to escort her into the dining room. EDMOND whispers to

HARDY

HARDY

We must talk again Thomas.. in

the mean time keep thinking

further on that woman interest it

appears to be very good for the

old creative juices.

AGATHA

Emma has been telling us about

your new heroine. She is somewhat

unconventional I understand?

HARDY

A truly natural woman Agatha,

instinctive, honest

They move towards the door. HARDY has now been reminded of

his fictional Sue.They take their seats at the dining

table

HARDY (CONT’D)

Did Emma say that Sue had a lover

EMMA

(dismissive)

No she didn’t Tom,I saw no need

AGATHA

You, Mr Hardy are the one who

seems somewhat ’unconventional’

As the dinner is served HARDY explains to the interested

AGATHA that SUE leaves after just four months anyway.The

scene dissolves to

40 EXT. COUNTRY TRACK - 5 MILES FROM HARLOTT -MORNING 40

SUE with her belongings is hurrying back towards her home

village. ALEC comes up behind her in his gig.

ALEC D’URBERVILLE

’Tis but four months since you

come and have been with me and

now you slip away by stealth like

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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ALEC D’URBERVILLE (cont’d)
this. Why so ? It is not

necessary for you to toil along

on foot. I followed like a madman

when I heard that you had

left.Come I will drive you the

rest of the distance

SUE stops still and stares at her home village which can

be seen nestling in the valley ahead -she climbs up on the

gig

SUE

I honestly wish I ’ad never bin

born

ALEC D’URBERVILLE

Come Sue do you not love me just

a bit. I do love you

SUE

If I ’ad loved you, if I had ever

sincerely loved you, if I loved

you still, I should not loathe

and hate myself for my

weakness.... I didn’t understand

your meaning till it was too late

..my eyes were dazed by you for a

little while, and that was all

ALEC D’URBERVILLE

(smiling)

That’s what everyone woman says

SUE

How can you dare to use such

words, my God I could knock you

out the gig, does it not strike

your mind that what every woman

says some women may really feel.

ALEC D’URBERVILLE

(surprised)

Well dear Sue I can say no more.

I was born bad and I have lived

bad and I shall die bad in all

probability. But upon my soul I

promise I will not be bad towards

you again. Hear me Sue if ever

there is anything, and I mean

anything that you need you must

write to me, promise.

(CONTINUED)
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SUE

Sir, there is no need to drive me

further.

ALEC lifts SUE off the gig but won’t let her continue on

her way until they have had a last kiss,scene changes back

to

41 INT. EDMOND GOSSE’S HOUSE - SAME 41

Everyone present is eating,Hardy is enjoying Agatha’s

interest. The scene changes to

42 INT. LARGE GRAND DINING HALL - EVENING 42

Grand Dining Hall hosting the Society of Authors annual

dinner.The one that HARDY invited both ROSAMUND and AGATHA

to. HARDY is sat between ROSAMUND and MONA CAIRD and

opposite AGATHA. Many writers,including EDMOND GOSSE, are

present.AGATHA looks stunning in a red dress. HARDY

watches her as she eats. He is drawn to her ’pouting red

mouth’ and AGATHA’S beauty conjures up in his mind his ill

fated heroine’s sensual beauty when she first meets ALEC

D’URBERVILLE.There is chatter. laughter, music playing,

much eating, this is a grand affair. Hardy stares and

drift.Scene dissolves to

43 EXT. THE D’URBERVILLES MANOR - FRUIT GARDEN - AFTERNOON 43

SUE is standing with ALEC at her side in the fruit garden,

the sun is blazing down, both have droplets of sweat on

their brows

ALEC D’URBERVILLE

Do you like strawberries Sue?

SUE

Yes... when they come

ALEC D’URBERVILLE

They are already here. This one

is the British Queen variety.

ALEC puts the strawberry in SUE’S mouth

SUE

No! no I would rather take it in

my own hand

ALEC D’URBERVILLE

Nonsense! here... it could not

be more ripe.

With some resistance at first, SUE accepts and begins to

chew, enjoying the fruit.The scene changes back to
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44 INT. LARGE GRAND DINING HALL - SAME 44

HARDY is chatting,laughing and very relaxed.The evening

has been a long one. ROSAMUND encourages and flirts with

HARDY to which he responds AGATHA on the other hand

remains unaffected by Hardy’s persistent flirtations

towards her.He talks about his novel again

MONA

Both a milkmaid and a descendant

of one of the oldest families in

England and seduced because of

the sins of the fathers,so

interesting?

AGATHA

It sounds to me like a very

tragic tale indeed.

HARDY

It is but that which, socially is

a great tragedy, in Nature may

not be such an alarming

circumstance

ROSAMUND

That you can be so candid in your

writing about this Thomas is

something I would dearly like to

learn more of from you.

HARDY

(flirting)

What that sometimes our natural

impulses are too strong for our

better judgement

ROSAMUND

(smiling)

Yes and that it is difficult

especially for a woman to define

her feelings

HARDY

Quite so, because language is

chiefly made up by men to express

their feelings but then you

express yourself so beautifully

Rosamund

They smile at each other in collusion-
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45 MONTAGE: CONTINUOUS 45

Images of THE HARDYS at dinner,visits to music hall which

HARDY enjoys,EMMA does not- Sightseeing on open top horse

drawn omnibus through London (ROSAMUND seems to always be

there but with EMMA, disapproving in the background)

46 EXT. MAX GATE - END OF AUGUST 1889 - EARLY EVENING 46

HARDY and EMMA have arrived back at Max Gate. They are

greeted by NELLIE and BERNIE (20’s) strong

build,compassionate another servant/gardener,THE

COOK(30’s) straight talking, plump,loves her job and MOSS.

BERNIE and NELLIE are unloading the trunks.

47 INT.HARDY’S FRONT STUDY - NEXT DAY - MORNING 47

HARDY picks up the manuscript from the mantle-piece and

sets it out on his desk.He then crosses out The Body and

Soul of Sue and writes Too late Beloved. He then fingers

Rosamund’s book reading not the poems but the

inscription.To Thomas Hardy with the sincere admiration of

G R T.He strokes his hand across the Martha documents

bundle still on the desk

48 INT. THE HARDY’S BEDROOM - 10PM 48

EMMA is sat brushing her hair, studying her looks in the

dressing table mirror she is sad, looks worn out and

wearied by the Summer in London. Both cats are on the bed.

HARDY enters

EMMA

For them to have so much beauty..

is unfair. I see why you think

them so..... Agatha Thornycroft

and Rosamund Thomson ..but do you

have to make your feelings so

obvious especially when I am

often seated so near...

HARDY

Em, I merely flatter them because

that is what they want.

EMMA

Agatha does not but you stare so

much at her all the same and yes

Rosamund does I agree but only so

because she wants your attention

because you are a respected

writer, Tom she aims to raise her

own heights through you.

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY

She does not. She is a most

genuine young woman. I am

expecting her to visit us both

here at Max Gate very soon.

EMMA

You have invited her here?

HARDY

Now you are sour again and it

does not become you..

Emma picks up and cradles Trot

EMMA

Is it because of her

youthfulness? If perhaps we had

had a child ....

HARDY tries to sooth her jealousy - he takes her in his

arms and pulls her close but when she starts to

momentarily respond he shrinks at her touching his face

and then he cannot respond back anymore. There is

noticeable awkwardness between them.They cannot seem to

have a sexual relationship any more.Hardy is

frustrated-Emma is not

HARDY

I’ll come to bed shortly

HARDY leaves the bedroom. Both EMMA and HARDY look

regretful and sad

49 INT. HARDY’S FRONT STUDY - A WEEK LATER -SEPTEMBER

-MORNING 49

Hardy glances out of the window and sees the that the

fields surrounding Max Gate are being harvested. Corn

chaffs flying into the air, the sun turning the whole

pastoral scene a hazy golden brown- he dips his pen and

writes the reaping machine as the scene dissolves to

50 EXT. CORN-FIELD -OUTSKIRTS OF MARLOTT - SUMMER 1876 -

MIDDAY 50

The reaping machine, a huge wooden mechanical construction

drawn by three horses worked its way back and forth the

field leaving the fallen corn behind it. THE BINDERS, some

men but mostly women have the job of tying these up. Among

them SUE is working hard.It is rest break HOPE, Sue’s

sister, can be seen carrying what looks like a doll across

the stubble. There is another older sister LIZA-LU walking

behind more casually observing with interest one of the

young men at work

(CONTINUED)
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SUE

Thank ee little sis. Give ’im

here and go and play with the

other children for a bit

Unashamed she breast feeds her baby, plays with it and

then kisses it almost violently

LIZA-LU

’ee bin bit poorly at

breakfast.Poor bayby.

SUE

Such a sad nameless child, what

world do I bring ee into Liza Lu?

1ST WOMAN

She’s fond of that there child,

though she mid pretend to hate

’en

2ND WOMAN

That’s right, she say she wishes

the baby and her too were in the

church yard

3RD WOMAN

Ah well she’ll soon leave off

sayin’ that.Lord ’tis wonderful

what a body can get used to

JENNY

A little more than persuading had

to do wi’ the coming o’t I

reckon.

WOMAN

Well, a little more or a little

less ’twas a thousand pities that

it should have happened to she,

of all others

3RD WOMAN

But ’tis always the comeliest,

the plain ones be as safe as

churches, hey Jenny Fiddleford?

2ND WOMAN

Ah, ’tis a pity all right.

LIZA -LU has taken the baby from SUE who goes back to

work. HOPE is running around with the other younger

children, laughing in the sunshine.Images of Rabbits and

Hares moving about, a snake, mice retreating from the

machine
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51 MONTAGE: CONTINUOUS 51

The isolated presence of Max Gate on its own, the boundary

unclear between garden and countryside.HARDY walking in

his garden - pulling up some weeds HARDY watching the

modern reaping machine in a field beyond Max Gate

52 EXT. GARDEN - MAX GATE - SEPT - MIDDAY SUNSHINE 52

EMMA’s brother’s two children are chasing each other in

the garden in the sunshine.They stay for long periods with

the Hardys -MOSS is running around after them, HARDY is

observing them fondly from his study window. LILLIAN (9)

dominating, precocious drops her doll in the longish

grass and GORDON (7) dominated,eager to please clumsily

treads on it. LILIAN picks up the doll and cradles it as

if it were her own child.She is crying and shouting at

GORDON who just stands bewildered

HARDY (OS)

Now what’s all this crying and

raising our voices?

HARDY comes into view

LILLIAN

Uncle Tom,did you see? Gordon has

killed Suzy, do something, do

something bad to Gordon.

HARDY

(who comes into view)

Lillian dear I am sure the doll

is not too damaged

LILLIAN

She is all messed up, she hurts

HARDY

Just hold her close and comfort

her.. like this,when people are

hurt they like being held close

GORDON

I can’t see why Lillian cries so,

’tis only a toy baby and it’s not

as if ’tis injured

HARDY gives the doll to LILLIAN ,still crying and making a

fuss but it slips through her fingers.MOSS grabs it and

the children laugh and run after Moss who drops the doll

which lies forgotten on the grass. HARDY smiles and goes

inside.
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53 INT. HARDY’S FRONT STUDY - SAME DAY - AFTERNOON 53

Hardy glances at the framed photo of Lillian and Gordon on

the side table and thinks about what Emma had said to him

the previous night about not having had a child of their

own. He dips his pen,feeling melancholy and sad,writes.

The scene dissolves to

54 INT. THE WOODROWS COTTAGE - THE CHILDREN’S BEDROOM 2.AM 54

Everyone is asleep accept ABRAHAM who is kneeling by SUE

who is also not asleep but has her eyes closed. Sue’s baby

is cradled in her arms, he looks desperately forlorn, pale

and lifeless

ABRAHAM

Sissy, wake up baby ain’t well ’e

b’aint be breathing proper,Sis

The baby breathes very shallowly. SUE places the baby on a

pillow, gets up and lights a candle- she indicates to

ABRAHAM that everything will be alright - moves behind a

wash stand and fills a bowl with water from the jug.She

wakes LIZA- LU, HOPE AND MODESTY but leaves the younger

ones sleeping. SUE collects her sick baby from her bed and

gives a prayer book to HOPE

SUE

If the church won’t baptize ’im

then we will, right ’ere

HOPE

Be you really going to christen

’im Tess?.

silent grave affirmation from Sue

what’s ’is name gonna be?

SUE

(pondering a while)

Sorrow, I baptize thee in the

name of the Father and the zon

and of the ’oly ghost........

say AMEN children

She sprinkles the water

CHILDREN

Amen...

SUE

We receive this child .... and do

sign him with the sign of the

cross....our father who art in

heaven....

(CONTINUED)
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SUE is calm, the children are crying, THE BABY dies

shortly after -there is much crying from the children. SUE

weeps silently

HOPE

Can ee ’ave anover pretty bayby

soon Sue?

Sue cradles the Sorrow, will she ever live again? The

scene changes back to

55 EXT. GARDEN - MAX GATE - AFTERNOON 55

LILLIAN re-discovers the doll-picks it up and rather oddly

attempts to bury it by covering it with the undergrowth.

Gordon enjoys pulling up the long grass and throws it over

the little mound. HARDY is seen watching from his study

window, he smiles

56 INT. HARDY’S FRONT STUDY - AFTERNOON 56

Hardy watching the children from his window, smiles then

returns to the manuscript and writes in the word (before I

baptize thee in the name of) Sorrow,then he picks up from

where he left off writing,the scene dissolves to

57 EXT. CHURCHYARD - MARLOTT 1876 - NIGHT 57

SUE,carrying a small wooden box wrapped in an old shawl, a

lantern and with a bag slung over her back gives the

sexton a jug of beer

THE SEXTON

Thank ee Mam You can have a small

bit of our God’s allotment where

them nettles grow at far end

SUE

Where all the other damned are

laid e mean. Take this shillin’

and don’t drink your beer too

quickly.

SUE digs a hole, buries the box, makes a cross from two

twigs and binds it with some yellow honeysuckle.The scene

changes back to

58 INT. HARDY’S FRONT STUDY - SAME DAY - AFTERNOON 58

EMMA has brought in a bunch of cut yellow marigolds and

places the vase on the side table next to the framed

photograph.She looks happy- content with her lot- She

notices the book of poems on the mantle-piece and her face

drops.Hardy is still writing.

(CONTINUED)
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EMMA

Shall I copy today?

HARDY

If you would Em, I have promised

Tillotson’s the first chapters as

soon as possible now and there

are some new corrections to copy

in

She begins sorting the numerous paper sheets, documents,

newspapers to make some room. She touches the Martha Brown

Documents

NO.. no leave them. I need to

have them close

EMMA

Why does Martha Brown so haunt

you?

HARDY

Em She was a woman and suffered

for being so...You of all people

will understand her plight,’twas

such an injustice,..she inspires

my writing particularly now. No..

Martha needs me, someone whose

voice I can be

EMMA

You bewilder me at times

collecting things around you when

you write

HARDY

I must write from the heart.Being

in London is not conducive. I

need fields not buildings,trees

not trams,clean air not dense

fog.My muses -around me

EMMA

I don’t see how this bundle of

papers about Martha Brown,long

dead and buried can be ’a muse’

HARDY

I saw her Em, that is all I can

say, I saw her

MOSS wanders into the study followed by NELLIE

HARDY (CONT’D)

(relieved that Moss is a

distraction)

Come here Moss, here, you are

thirsty? ’tis a tremendous heat

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY (CONT’D) (cont’d)
today(To Emma) We shall take a

break, sit in the garden for a

while Em and enjoy the last of

the summer sunshine

EMMA

Nellie can you bring some

lemonade to the lawn and ask

Bernie to bring out some water

for Moss. Tell the children to

come and have some lemonade too

59 EXT. GARDEN - MAX GATE - AFTERNOON 59

EMMA and HARDY are sitting on a bench looking out to the

surrounding countryside which is looking dry and rather

jaded.MOSS is drinking from a bowl of water. NELLIE comes

into view with a tray laid out with a jug of lemonade with

some glasses. HARDY is mesmerized by her as the strength

of the sunlight shows up sweat droplets on her

forehead.The outline of NELLIE and scene dissolves to

60 EXT. FIELDS BLACKMANSTON FARM - PURBECK HILLS - 60

MARTHA(37)coming into view across a field.Add a dateline:

JUNE 1851

Her long curly black hair tied up in a knot,sweat on her

forehead glistening in the heat,carrying a basket with

beer, bread and cheese.JOHN BROWN(19) long dark hair

pulled up under a cloth cap ,tall, handsome and sun

tanned,stubble,he has no shirt on.He is lying, eyes

closed, face to the sky in a field - sheep grazing.Martha

admires Johns looks and her insides stir,a feeling she has

not had for many years leans over JOHN’s upper body to get

his attention, he is aware of the sudden shadow and his

eyes open-it is very,very hot

JOHN

Well look at thee, our beautiful

housekeeper- one servant to

another servant brings us some

ale to cool ’im down and some

bread to feed ’im up.

He sits up and squints in the bright light

JOHN (CONT’D)

You look gorgeous Elizabeth

Martha Bearns as e always do.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTHA

(mockingly)

I didn’t expect to find you idle,

John Brown. ’tis ’ard life I know

what wi’ all chores to see to.An’

these sheep they be such a lot of

’ard work for ee

JOHN

Why don’t ee join me a while,

I’ve naught but them for comp’ny

an’ I seen you often looking at

me in that way...

MARTHA

And what way be that John?

JOHN

I seen e lookin’ wi’ them dark

eyes of your’n. You be a very

fine woman Martha

MARTHA

John Brown, ye be young ’nough to

be me own child

She puts down the basket, settles next to John,he takes

off his cap, hair falls over his shoulders

MARTHA (CONT’D)

but I’ll stay a while if e like

JOHN

Well,Ma’am there be nothin’ more

that children like but to play in

the sunshine

MARTHA stays and JOHN seduces her.She is a more than

willing participant.The sun beats down.The scene changes

back to

61 EXT. GARDEN - MAX GATE - AFTERNOON 61

NELLIE is clearing away the empty lemonade glasses. Emma

is watching HARDY who is staring into the distance

EMMA

You be still thinking on her

arn’t you? As I said, she haunts

you, the ghost of Martha Brown

she haunts you

Emma waves her arms around,childlike, impersonating a

ghost

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY

Em please don’t be silly, I think

on her often,’tis true and I

suppose then you could say she

haunts but ’tis something you

could never understand.

EMMA

You always say of me that I

cannot understand but I do try

Tom.You once said you found my

innocence such a delight but it

seems now that these days I only

irritate you

HARDY

Not true Em. but you can be so

childlike at times

EMMA

You used to love that in me I

remember before we were married,

how things were between us.

Remember that time when we were

in Cornwall and we walked to

Boscastle Harbour

The scene dissolves to

62 EXT. COUNTRYSIDE -BOSCASTLE - CORNWALL - AFTERNOON 62

HARDY and EMMA late 20’s are jumping over stones, climbing

over low walls, laughing as they pass through a narrow

pathway into a wide open space- they come across a brook

where they picnic. Hardy drops one of the picnic tumblers

into the brook and tries in vain to retrieve it.It bothers

Hardy, an unnatural object in a natural environment but

Emma laughs and dismisses it,indicates to him not to worry

EMMA

Tom, ’t will make a nice home for

the minnows

Hardy gives Emma a tentative kiss.The scene changes back

to

63 EXT. GARDEN - MAX GATE - SAME 63

EMMA

And that little tumbler home is

probably still there today lodged

between two small boulders and

bringing up generation after

generation of ...

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY AND EMMA again almost find some tenderness

remembering the past and Hardy smiles and puts his arm

around EMMA,leans towards her but she shrinks from

him,cannot respond,jumps up to retrieve a small branch

from Moss’s mouth which he is bringing them.

EMMA (CONT’D

Fetch Moss

She throws the branch with a considerable thrust.HARDY

goes inside,rejected

64 INT. HARDY’S FRONT STUDY - LATE AFTERNOON 64

EMMA has followed HARDY into the study who is back at his

desk holding the book of poems which Emma doesn’t see he

is staring out the window

EMMA

I’m sorry Tom, I don’t feel

comfortable, it’s just that.

She then sees over his shoulder that he has the book of

poems in his hand

EMMA (CONT’D)

Oh I see and so it’s back to your

women,if it’s not to be me then

you turn to them. Mrs Agatha

Thornycroft, Mrs Rosamund

Thomson,

HARDY

Emmie!

EMMA

Mrs Martha Brown!

HARDY

Please Emma

EMMA

You are even obsessed with

Sue!You have never given a

heroine so much of yourself, your

other female characters were

never given so much attention

HARDY

Not Sue,It is not Sue.I have

changed the name to Tess. She

will be called Tess, Tess

Woodrow... no Tess Troublefield

(CONTINUED)
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EMMA

Troublefield?

HARDY

See

HARDY crosses out ’Sue’on a page in front of him and

writes above it the name Tess. This new excitement has

distracted EMMA from her jealousy and anger and she now

sees why she is so fond of him. It is just the way he is

EMMA

Shall I go through the other

sheets then and make the changes.

HARDY nods affirmation and they both settle into work.

EMMA searches for a piece of the manuscript dips her pen

in the ink and crosses out a Sue and replaces it with

Tess., then another.EMMA is busy while HARDY watches her

intently dip the pen in the ink.The scene dissolves to

65 INT. REGISTRY OFFICE - WAREHAM -MORNING 65

MARTHA dips a pen in the ink and signs Martha Bearns in

the marriage register.JOHN has already signed his name.Add

a dateline:

JANUARY 1852

Present in the small room with MARTHA and JOHN are THE

REGISTRAR, two witnesses SARAH ANN BROWN, and THOMAS BARNS

(John’s relatives)The couple are intoxicated with love

66 EXT. REGISTRY OFFICE - WAREHAM -SAME 66

The couple walk towards a waiting wagon.Other TOWNSFOLK

who are out and about have stopped to watch. They get on

and the DRIVER commences the journey.John has his arm

around Martha, they snuggle close to keep warm. Some

TOWNSFOLK are talking to SARAH AND THOMAS It is snowing a

little and very cold

1ST TOWNSWOMAN

They seem to be happy,but why

they be choosing this time o’

year. They must be desp’rate to

wed.

2ND TOWNSWOMAN

Aye, an ’er bein’ so much older

than ’ee.She can’t be with child,

’tis a funny doing though

(CONTINUED)
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SARAH BROWN

John is totally taken in wi’ ’er.

I thinks ’e be after her £50 she

inherited from ’er last husband

THOMAS BARNS

An why not? Could make summit of

’imself perhaps now. And to be

sure she be a right beauty.

2ND TOWNSWOMAN

I be thinkin’ they cain’t

possibly stay in this area though

.. be like mother and son

1ST TOWNSWOMAN

Ah, the couple are bound to move

away an’ use that £50 to get ’em

started up in summit

THOMAS BARNS

Quite so. Good day ladies

67 INT. HARDY’S FRONT STUDY - MORNING 67

Hardy is reading a page of his script correcting words as

he goes, sat in his comfortable chair..Emma is at his desk

copying out previous corrections made. She seeks his

approval as she hands one page back to Hardy.For the

moment their is peace between them

EMMA

It’s progressing well now Tom

HARDY is totally engrossed in his reading and just slips

the pages under others. He reads and the scene dissolves

to

68 EXT. CRICKS’DAIRY FARM -TALBOTHAYS- AFTERNOON 68

The yard is full of cows each with a milker on a milking

stool sat with head buried in a cow’s stomach.Much

activity

THE DAIRYMAN

To my thinking, the cows don’t

gi’e down their milk today as

usual

JOHNATHAN KAIL

(nodding towards Tess)

’tis cause there’s a new hand

among us. I’ve noticed such

things afore

(CONTINUED)
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THE DAIRYMAN

To be sure, it maybe so, I didn’t

think o’t

IZZ

I’ve been told that it goes up

into their ’orns at such times.

JOHNATHAN KAIL

Izz Huett, what a nonsense thing

to say

They laugh including TESS who is the new milkmaid, trying

to make a new start in life. THE DAIRYMAN AND ALL THE

MILKERS including WILLIAM are now singing a cheerful

ballad about a murderer who was afraid to go to bed in the

dark because of the brimstone flames he saw all around him

WILLIAM

I wish singing on a stoop didn’t

use up so much of a man’s wind

-you should get your harp, sir.

ANGEL CLARE

Why?

WILLIAM

Cause i do think that these cows

as well as them there bulls are

more moved by a decent tune then

one what we can give ’em.

ANGEL CLARE, a young man early 20’s handsome rugged strong

looking,fair- neat hair cut- small side burns - a wistful

air about -still has his head buried in a cow, now stands

and stretches his arms.

ANGEL CLARE

I think I have finished her,

though she did make my fingers

ache

THE MILK MAIDS laugh, they are all attracted to ANGEL who

is more educated and looks more like an eccentric landlord

or gentlemanly plough-man rather than a farm hand. TESS

who is also milking suddenly recognizes ANGEL from the

past.

69 EXT. FIELD - MARLOTT - MAYDAY DANCE - AFTERNOON 69

TESS(16)young and happy and other VILLAGE GIRLS are

performing the annual May Day dance and ANGEL CLARE

accompanied by his TWO ELDER BROTHERS are watching.TESS

hopes he will ask her to dance because she is really

attracted to him but he doesn’t respond,she’s disappointed
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70 INT. THE MAIDS SHARED BEDROOM - TALBOTHAYS - NIGHT 70

All the girls are lying on makeshift beds,mattresses

scattered in a loft room. There is no light except the

moonlight coming through a small window

IZZ

Mr Angel Clare, he that is

learning milking, and that plays

the harp, never says much do ee?

MARIAN

That’s cause he is pa’son’s son

and too much taken up wi’his own

thoughts to notice us girls.

IZZ

Aye he be quite the gentleman

born, his father be the Reverend

Mr. Clare from Emminster.

TESS

Ah I have heard of him,a very

earnest clergyman,is he not?

RETTY

That he is - the earnestest man

in all Wessex, they say.

IZZ

They say that all his sons,

except our Mr Clare, be made

pa’sons too so I be ’specially

glad he’s here with us, learning

the milkin’.

RETTY

I know you be glad as i zid you

kissing his shade..

MARIAN

What did you see her doing ?

RETTY

Why he was standing o’er the whey

tub and the shade of his face

came upon the wall behind, close

to Izz who was filling the vat

and she kissed the shade of his

mouth. I zid her though he didn’t

MARIAN

o Izz Huett

IZZ

Well! there were no harm in

it.And if I be in love wi’im, so

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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IZZ (cont’d)

be you Retty Prindle and so be

you Marian too

MARIAN

Well ’tis silly to pretend

otherwise. I would marry ’n

tomorrow

IZZ

So would I..... and more

RETTY

Me too

IZZ

We cain’t all marry ’im, besides,

I think ’e likes Tess

Troublefield best,by the looks he

gives ’er

TESS

Don’t you all be silly, none of

us will marry ’im, not ’im being

a gentleman’s son an’ all that.

The scene changes back to

71 INT. HARDY’S FRONT STUDY - SAME 71

Hardy is still reading but stops and scans back a few

lines to the name Tess Troublefield. he crosses out

Troublefield and writes above Durbeyfield

HARDY

Em, do you recall that time you

had to faint to gain us entry

into Wool Manor so I could sketch

those Turberville portraits on

the landing because I liked the

sound of the name

EMMA

And that’s when you got

interested in the family history

of the Turbervilles. Such a fuss

was made of me to see that I was

alright, no-one noticed you

disappearing to do the

sketching.It was amusing

HARDY

It was and now I have altered

Tess’family name to Durbeyfield

and their ancestors the

d’Urbervilles will rise again

with affectation.

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY is excited, he now has the linking theme for his

novel. He ushers EMMA from the desk rather abruptly taking

her arm -then sits, dips his pen in the ink takes, a fresh

sheet of paper

HARDY (CONT’D)

I must change the beginning

EMMA

(frustrated, rather annoyed)

You don’t have time Tom,

Tillotsons remember? Tom !

Hardy is writing and doesn’t notice Emma any more

EMMA (CONT’D)

Tom, you hurt my arm, Tom

She is left standing holding a pen. She stares at his

back,her husband ignoring her brings about tantrums.

Emma raises the pen like a knife to the back of his neck

as he turns suddenly and looks into her face which is

pathetically childish -she is angry consumed with jealousy

-doesn’t understand her own actions, the scene dissolves

to

72 EXT.CROSSROADS - BIRDSMOORGATE - AFTERNOON 72

A group of villagers have gathered round two women having

a violent physical confrontation. They shout for the women

to stop- insults are thrown - hair is pulled - The Women

are Martha Brown and Mary Davis.Martha slaps Mary’s cheek

MARY DAVIS

You be so jealous ’cause I be so

much younger than e

MARTHA

How dare e ..John be my ’usband

John arrives on the scene and pulls Martha away

MARY DAVIS

I goin’t get law on you Martha

’comin”ere better than rest of

us’ Brown

JOHN guides MARTHA homeward, MARTHA- ruffled,blood seeping

from scratches on her face,bodice torn.The crowd breaks up

MARY also ruffled but not hurt stands defiant watching

MARTHA and JOHN enter their shop - smiles - knows that she

will see JOHN the next day anyway.The scene changes back

to
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73 INT. HARDY’S FRONT STUDY - EVENING- SAME 73

HARDY and EMMA stare at each other both shocked at the

situation. There is silence except for the blackbird’s

late song heard from the garden. NELLIE knocks and enters

NELLIE

Cook says to say that supper is

ready

HARDY and EMMA look at each other, struggling to

comprehend

74 INT. DINING ROOM - MAX GATE - EVENING 74

HARDY and EMMA are at the table and Nellie is serving

supper, the steam rises from the hot food.They do not

speak while eating, each staring into the distance. HARDY

imagines, the scene dissolves to

75 INT. THE BROWN’S GROCERY SHOP - PARLOUR 1855 - EVENING 75

JOHN

After an ’ard day I expect some

hot supper ready Woman.Not see

’is woman brawling like a

drunkard in the street, Man needs

’is supper after a tirin’ day

MARTHA

’Tis cold John cause you be so

late home an I ’ad some things to

settle I knows you be drinkin’

down Rose and Crown and giving

the eye to the woman an all. I

reckon that be where that Mary

Davis be on ’er way to

JOHN

Will you stop it woman,I cannot

stand your jealousy anymore

MARTHA

(angry but deeply hurt also)

But I’eard you both this af’noon

I were outside The Davis place,

you don’t talk to me like that

John

JOHN hits her across the face, she cries then clings to

him, then JOHN softens and he feels her body close to his

JOHN

You be me wife,woman.There be a

diff’rence.An you ’ad no business

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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JOHN (cont’d)
peepin’ on me. That be very wrong

of ee. I do love ’ee an’ you know

it

JOHN starts caressing Martha

MARTHA

Damn you John Brown

JOHN

Ahh...come’ere woman

They make love on the parlour floor in front of the range

76 INT. DRAWING ROOM - MAX GATE - LATE EVENING 76

The Rain is lashing at the window. HARDY is deep in

thought as he stares at Moss who is drying off in front of

the fire.EMMA is stroking Trot, soothingly.

HARDY

Bernie should have got Moss in

sooner.He is cold and shivering

Em.

Silence, HARDy is staring at the rain running down the

glass window pane

EMMA

A guinea for your thoughts?

No reply.HARDY is thinking about Martha and John he envies

their intimacy,longs for it himself and then his thoughts

turn to Tess. Tess’s fictional life grows more and more in

his head. The storm intensifies outside and the scene

dissolves to Talbothays experiencing torrential rain and

thunder

77 EXT. FLOODED PATHWAY - TALBOTHAYS- MID- MORNING 77

The Storm left a trail of destruction.It is now warm and

muggy. HETTY,IZZ, MARIAN AND TESS are walking to

church,the pathway impassable because of the previous

night’s storm

MARIAN

Who would ’ave s’pected such a

rise in the river in summer-

time!

RETTY

Well if we walk round the

Turnpike way, we will be very

late

(CONTINUED)
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MARIAN

Oh dear, I do colour up so red,

walking into church late and all

the people strain’

TESS

Never mind that, what about all

these flies trapped in our

skirts? They do tickle so..

All three girls are distracted and laughing because all

manner of insects rising up from the warm mud,fly up their

skirts, caught in their net petticoats

ANGEL appears

ANGEL CLARE

Are you trying to get to church?

IZZ

Yes, sir and ’tis getting late

MARIAN

And I do colour up so ..

ANGEL CLARE

I’ll carry you through the

pool...all of you - now Marian

attend, Hold on.... That’s well

done.

ANGEL in turn carries IZZ AND RETTY who have fallen into a

dreamy swoon, they are so excited.

TESS

(Also finding her heart

throbbing)

I may be able to climb along the

bank per’aps?

ANGEL CLARE

No, no Tess

He scoops her up before she knows what happens

ANGEL CLARE (CONT’D)

Three Leahs to get one Rachel

TESS

They are better women than I Sir!

ANGEL CLARE

Not to me. I have undergone three

quarters of this labour entirely

for the sake of the fourth.
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Their journey through the muddy water is sexually charged,

could say erotic-recognized by the pair but not

acknowledged or given way to. The scene changes back to

78 INT. DRAWING ROOM - MAX GATE - SAME -LATE EVENING 78

It is still raining

HARDY

This fire,it burns so hot

tonight. Are you warm enough Em?

HARDY makes a somewhat clumsy physical move on EMMA again

to try and settle the tension between them

EMMA

Can you ask Nellie to bring some

milk for the cats and a blanket

for Moss

HARDY moves away -strokes MOSS

HARDY

Yes he is still wet.

Another uncomfortable unrequited situation so HARDY leaves

79 INT. HARDY’S FRONT STUDY - A WEEK LATER - MORNING 79

Hardy is packaging up the finished first half of his

manuscript,he unbinds the Martha Documents and with the

same red ribbon he binds Tess

HARDY

(to himself)

Well Tess ......we shall see !

80 EXT.WILLIAM BARNES’ GRAVE - CAME CHURCH - MIDDAY 80

HARDY has posted his parcel and is walking back home via

Came View Church.He rests at his friend William Barnes

Grave Stone.All this with the voice over

HARDY (V.O)

Regret not me; beneath the sunny

tree. I lie uncaring sleeping

peacefully

HARDY

What will they say my dear

friend? about Tess? You would

like her,you would have sympathy,

you always did...for everyone. I

cannot be so kind as you
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81 INT. TRAIN CARRIAGE - ONE MONTH LATER - MORNING 81

Hardy is travelling by train again to London. He is

visiting his publishers by their request.

The familiar countryside passes by. Autumn colours abound.

There is a distinct chill in the air.He slides the

carriage window shut.

82 INT. OFFICE OF TILLOTSON AND SONS -AFTERNOON 82

TILLOTSON’S SON offers his hand to HARDY but HARDY swiftly

draws it away before both hands actually touch.

HARDY

I was deeply sorry to here of

your father’s death earlier this

year. I met him about two years

ago and was struck by the

straightforward sincerity of his

character

TILLOTSON

Thank you Mr Hardy,he is a great

loss to all of our family now...

Mr. Hardy we are a Christian

publishers and yes, we have

accepted your writings on many

occasions but I have to say that

it has been thoroughly discussed

and....on this occasion we cannot

serialize this story

HARDY

But you have read only sixteen

chapters Sir, so how can you say

so emphatically...

TILLOTSON

Rape, Sexual references, sexual

inferences, babies born out of

wedlock,need I say more

HARDY

This is an outrage Sir, you are

not realizing the nature of the

story

TILLOTSON

That is exactly what I am

realizing. May I suggest that you

recast it omitting these scenes

which I have noted here

Hardy scans the piece of paper handed to him

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY

I cannot Sir, I will change

nothing unless it be my will to

do so.

TILLOTSON

You are making me anxious.Mr

Hardy I have our readership to

consider.

HARDY

No changes

TILLOTSON

Then I have no alternative Mr

Hardy then to cancel the

contract.I hope we can do so

amicably. Perhaps you could

provide me another short story in

due course. And if you will

reconsider...

HARDY

I will not. I will find myself

another publisher.Good Day

Mr.Tillotson

TILLOTSON goes to shake hands but HARDY avoids the

contact.TILLOTSON nods his head with a sense of relief

83 INT. DRAWING ROOM - MAX GATE - NOVEMBER - AFTERNOON 83

HARDY is sitting in the drawing room with a friend of his

EDWARD CLODD early 40’s, radical free thinker. Unkempt and

rough in appearance even though he always wears a suit. It

is bitter cold outside but the fire is roaring hot. MOSS

is being befriended by EDWARD

HARDY

...and so I have been compelled

to stop with my Tess while I

placate the newspapers with an

interim short story. This is soul

destroying Edward.

EDWARD CLODD

Did you try Murray’s Magazine?

HARDY

Straight away.The editor

consulted with Mr Mowbray Murray

himself and in short could not

accept what they called detailed

reference to moral situations or

rather as Mowbray himself put it

sexual immorality and improper

explicitness

(CONTINUED)
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EDWARD CLODD

Thomas we have a monumental

battle to fight against this

prudishness and censorship

HARDY

You know that when I contested

with Mowbray he proceeded to go

on about the freeness of the way

I use Tess’s seduction and

pointed out how many times I use

the word succulent - ...rather

too much succulence he said.. for

his magazine

They share smiles at this moment

EDWARD CLODD

Does he blame it then,on his

readership not being ready.

HARDY

No, actually he does not entirely

although he lives in fear of the

magazine not selling. He makes it

quite clear that it is his

personal response ..

EDWARD CLODD

Well our dear Mowbray then has a

profound revulsion for

sexuality. Macmillan?

HARDY

The same

They share a smile again

Edward, as a financial consultant

as well as a friend do you think

it wise of me to risk financial

decline by my refusal to make

those changes to Tess for a

serialization

EDWARD CLODD

You should be shrewd about money

matters and I know you always

are.The financial rewards of

publishing first as serials in

magazines is substantial.

HARDY

£800 for the last serializing

rights.

(CONTINUED)
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EDWARD CLODD

Tom there is a way that you could

still keep your Tess in its

original form and gain the

financial reward in the mean time

...but it must be on your own

terms.

HARDY

On my own terms- Yes you’re

probably right.And I suppose I

must placate with the short

stories in the mean time.I have

quite an idea, might even be fun

84 MONTAGE: HARDY’S FRONT STUDY -CONTINUOUS 84

Images of -Hardy and Emma in a deluge of papers, script,

pens and different coloured inks. They write, re-write,

edit, change, alter, cut scenes being careful to keep each

alteration clear by using different inks to ensure the

original novel is not lost.Hardy begins ’A Group of Noble

Dames’ his short stories.They work together but

emotionally apart

85 INT. DRAWING ROOM - MAX GATE - CHRISTMAS EVE - AFTERNOON85

HARDY is reading a letter and looking at some portraits

sent him.There is another letter on his lap. EMMA has

walked into the room her lameness particularly apparent

and she is in some pain but tries not to show it.She

glances at a portrait HARDY is holding

EMMA

From Mrs Thomson?

HARDY

Em, I fear that she’s been

exploiting me, not in an

unpleasant way but she presents

my letters to others to read and

passes me off as her admirer.

EMMA

Well you are, are you not?

HARDY

I have never led her to

believe...

EMMA

Well I think that maybe you have

.. and so she gratifies her own

vanity I suspect by mentioning

you

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY

She never once visited us here in

Dorset did she?

EMMA

Did you visit her?

HARDY

That is not the point I thought

she was one of those enfranchised

woman I could trust.But now she

shows some dishonesty. I wonder

now whether I can trust these

society women.

EMMA

What is your other letter?

HARDY

Mrs Mona Caird has asked me to

give her an introduction to Percy

Bunting

EMMA

From The Contemporary Magazine?

HARDY

Yes, she informs me she has

written an article on Evolution

and Marriage.

EMMA

Will you?

HARDY

Yes I think I will.

EMMA smiles as she sees how her husband cannot resist a

woman’s interest.She is secretly pleased that HARDY feels

let down and hurt by ROSAMUND even though he does not say

so precisely to her. They both hear the voices coming from

the kitchen of NELLIE, BERNIE and THE COOK singing a

Christmas Carol

EMMA

Listen Tom, isn’t that lovely

Hardy doesn’t hear he is engrossed in his portraits.

86 MONTAGE: CONTINUOUS 86

Images of Christmas scenes in Dorchester, carol singers,

Hardy at his desk writing - Frosty Dorset landscapes -

The Dorset coast in Winter
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87 INT. HARDY’S FRONT STUDY - AFTERNOON 87

HARDY is standing in front of the open fire -MOSS is

stretched out on the rug, his friend EDWARD CLODD is

staying with them at Max Gate sitting now in Hardy’s

comfortable chair.Add a dateline:

FEBRUARY 1890

It is snowing,Edward is smoking a cigarette and sipping

gin

EDWARD CLODD

Your article ’Candour in English

Fiction’ has caused quite a stir

HARDY

I am beginning to see that I do

have a somewhat difficult

relationship with my editors. I

am only criticizing the magazine

publishers for their ridiculous

censorship of an artist’s work

EDWARD CLODD

Your work..You can hardly avoid

giving offense...by your plots

and even more so because of the

direct and detailed way you

present sexuality. The public are

not ready for it

HARDY

Mmm... yet it’s such a powerful

determinant of human actions and

reactions. Would you believe I

have been called a decadent whose

views on sexual morality are

subversive..

EMMA comes in and sits at the desk, nods to CLODD

EDWARD CLODD

Splendid

EMMA

If you make those awful

criticisms of the magazines

yourself then you must expect

criticism back. I have sympathy

for what they say about the

significance that morality plays

in literature.You would do well

Tom to revere our Lord and take a

more righteous path. I find it so

distressing to see you turn your

back on God

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY

Emmie dearest with due respect I

have been looking for God for

fifty years and I think that if

he had existed I should have

discovered him by now

EMMA bends over to pat MOSS,she quietly moans with the

pain in her legs. HARDY doesn’t notice

HARDY (CONT’D)

I have had my short

stories ’Noble Dames’ accepted

in the States by Harpers. Looks

as if it is all set for

publication at Christmas

EDWARD CLODD

You have decided to use Harpers

then well I suppose under the

circumstances that is wise just

now. And what of the novel?

HARDY

We are going to Town temporarily

in a day or two if the snow holds

off. I am going to pass ’noble

dames’ by Osgood see what he

thinks,then I shall resume Tess

EMMA

We resume Tom....I may not go

with you this time my legs ...

HARDY

Of course..

EMMA limps out,HARDY takes over the desk chair,CLODD

lights another cigarette

88 INT. TRAIN CARRIAGE ON ROUTE TO LONDON -MARCH -

CONTINUOUS 88

HARDY is in a carriage travelling to London - with a YOUNG

FAMILY including TWO TALKATIVE CHILDREN, and a REVEREND.

HARDY is composing a poem about his cousin Tryphena Sparks

who he was in love with as a young adult but she married

someone else and had her own children.The words come to

him quite randomly

HARDY (V.O)

Not a line of her writing have I,

not a thread of her hair, no mark

of her late time

(CONTINUED)
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The voice over is heard: Faces of woman from his early

years to the present seem to come and go as the hedgerows

and gateways swiftly pass - train passes an old Victorian

Prison and without warning Hardy sees the face of Martha

Brown in her prison cell,for the rest of the journey we

move between the train carriage and the prison cell

89 INT. DORCHESTER PRISON CELL - 7TH AUGUST 1856 - MORNING 89

MARTHA is sitting with Rev. Dacre Clemetson,her CHAPLAIN

and HENRY MOULE a friend. Add a dateline:

7TH AUGUST 1856

The only lighting in the dark cell is a large church

candle which lights up their faces

CHAPLAIN

Martha you must tell the truth

about what happened that night. I

beg you to humble yourself before

God.

HENRY MOULE

Please, you must Martha

MARTHA

John,.....he came home on the

Sunday morning, at two o’clock,

in liquor, and was sick I asked

him..

90 INT. THE BROWN’S GROCERY SHOP- PARLOUR -2AM 90

MARTHA

Where’s your ’at John?

JOHN

What’s it to you woman? Get me

some cold tea!

MARTHA

I don’t ’ave any but can make you

some warm

JOHN

Drink it yourself and be damned!

MARTHA

What makes you so cross? ’ave you

been to Mary Davis’s?

JOHN

Damn your jealousy woman!
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91 INT. DORCHESTER PRISON CELL - MORNING -SAME 91

MARTHA (CONT’D)

We continued arguing ’til three

o’clock .. then he struck me a

severe blow on the side of my

’ead

CHAPLAIN

Then what happened? What really

happened. You must tell me the

truth Martha

MARTHA

’e struck me across the shoulder

92 INT. THE BROWN’S GROCERY SHOP - PARLOUR - SAME 92

JOHN whips MARTHA mercilessly. She is screaming for him to

stop.

MARTHA

If you strike me again I will cry

murder!

JOHN

If you do I will knock your

brains through the window. I hope

I should find you dead in the

morning

JOHN kicks MARTHA really hard. He goes to sit on chair to

untie his boots and MARTHA grabs the hatchet and brings it

down on John’s head. He falls- she strikes him again and

again

93 INT. DORCHESTER PRISON CELL -SAME 93

CHAPLAIN

How many times did you strike him

Martha?

MARTHA

I cannot say. But he fell at the

first blow and he never spoke or

moved after wards.

94 INT. THE BROWN’S GROCERY SHOP- PARLOUR- SAME 94

Martha is clutching the hatchet which drips blood.She is

terrified,shaking John lays dead on the floor, face

covered in blood.
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95 INT. DORCHESTER PRISON CELL - SAME 95

HENRY MOULE

Did you know what you were doing?

MARTHA

No No NO I was almost out of my

senses he ’it me so ’ard.I ’ad

never struck ’im before after all

’is ill treatment...

96 INT. WATERLOO STATION - CONTINUOUS AFTERNOON 96

Hardy grabs his small trunk - departs Waterloo Station -

visits The Graphic’s Office - visits Mary Jeune, bothered

by the sheer number of guests and activity- witnesses a

public brawl outside Newgate prison - gets more and more

weary

97 INT. HALL WAY - MAX GATE - A WEEK LATER- EVENING 97

There is a persistent drizzly rain. It’s misty.HARDY is

returning from his week trip to London carrying his small

trunk. EMMA meets him at the door which is unusual

EMMA

Did you miss your Emmie?

HARDY

I trust you are better now Em. I

am very tired.

EMMA

Yes of course.This has been

delivered for you

EMMA passes HARDY a bundle of letters and a telegraph.

Hardy goes straight up the stairs and into his study.Emma

is disappointed with his mood

98 INT. HARDY’S FRONT STUDY EVENING 98

HARDY opens the telegraph.He reads of his cousin

Tryphena’s death.He is numbed,sitting in his chair with

the crumpled poem written while on the train in his other

hand. He restlessly sorts the paper and scripts on his

desk, he flicks through Rosamund’s book of poems - the

Martha documents -all the while we hear Hardy’s voice

HARDY (V.O)

Not a line of her writing have I

Not a thread of her hair

(CONTINUED)
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No mark of her late time as dame in

her dwelling, whereby

I may picture her there

And in vain do I urge my unsight

To conceive my lost prize

EMMA enters the study

HARDY

I cannot believe it Em ..’tis

such a curious incident of

sympathetic telepathy...On the

train I started composing this

poem for her. I was quite

ignorant of the fact she was

dying,now she is dead, my dear

cousin Phena

EMMA

oh,I am sorry to hear that...

HARDY

My beloved Phena

EMMA

Not beloved please don’t

HARDY

I was thinking of her when I

wrote this

HARDY passes the poem to EMMA

HARDY (CONT’D)

How can that be so?

EMMA

More likely the workings of God

rather than telepathy

HARDY

That I should be writing about

her while she was dying.

EMMA is quiet as she reads the verse.

EMMA

How can you refer to her as your

lost prize? Don’t say that Tom

HARDY

She was the epitome of all I

believe in, country life, living

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY (cont’d)
according to the rules of

nature,we knew and understood

each other so well.

EMMA

(yelling,almost screaming)

Why did you not marry her then.

Or perhaps Rosamund or Agatha or

Martha

EMMA loses her composure, she flings the papers off the

desk, hurls the book of poems at her husband and breaks

down and cries bitterly.

99 INT. KITCHEN - MAX GATE - SIMULTANEOUS 99

NELLIE, BERNIE and THE COOK are hearing the muffled raised

voices that drift down from the upstairs study as they

clear up the kitchen for the morning.

100 INT. HARDY’S FRONT STUDY - SAME 100

EMMA (CONT’D)

But no ..I forget you are already

married

HARDY

Yes Em, to you

EMMA

Tell me you are not in love with

Tess, say you are not

HARDY

Emma! You are not well.

EMMA

How can you say I am unwell. You

are the one with the eye for

beautiful women.I have but a very

small part in your heart now.You

thought me lovely once, now you

take no interest in me, my poems,

my paintings, you barely greet me

when you come back from being

away. You go cold if I touch you.

HARDY

It’s you who doesn’t want to be

touched, you think yourself too

saintly now.You are just like

your mother.You cannot give in to

the natural instinctive way men

and women should behave when

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY (cont’d)

together and their passions are

aroused.

EMMA

We are not animals.. God has made

us of a higher being, beyond

that...reckless passion has no

place.

HARDY

Religion is destroying any

softness you once had Em

EMMA

I have softness Tom, I do I

do,it’s you who are too hard

EMMA leaves the study upset. HARDY picks up the papers and

poems and tidies the mess. He doesn’t know if himself or

EMMA is to blame for this unhappiness

101 INT. KITCHEN - MAX GATE - EVENING 101

NELLIE

I don’t know what’s got in to Mr

and Mrs ’Ardy

BERNIE

I think maybe ’is writing ain’t

goin’so good

NELLIE

I never zid so many crossin’s out

when I do the fire up for ’im

COOK

"ere you bain’t s’possed to pry,

that be ’is private affair

NELLIE

Well we be list’ning to ’em now

bain’t we.I don’t like it when

they two do quarrel ’tis just

like one of ’is persons in the

book he’s makin’ who be ’earin’ a

quarrel goin’on upstairs

COOK

oh is that so ..what did ’appen

then?

BERNIE

I thought e zed it were wrong

(CONTINUED)
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COOK

Well....

The scene dissolves to

102 INT. PARLOUR LODGING HOUSE - SANDBOURNE - MIDDAY 102

MRS. BROOKS, the landlady of a lodging house where ALEX

D’URBERVILLE and TESS are living together as man and wife,

is reading. A muffled argument is heard from the upstairs

rooms

103 INT. UPSTAIRS ROOMS - LODGING HOUSE -SANDBOURNE MIDDAY 103

ALEC D’URBERVILLE

And so Mr Righteous Angel Clare

deserts you for a second time

TESS

You said my husband would never

come back - never - you taunted

me - said what a simpleton I was

to expect ’im and I believed you

and gave way

ALEC D’URBERVILLE

And then that deathly looking

interloper comes back and spoils

everything

TESS

And now ’e is gone, gone a second

time. I have lost ’im now for

ever. Because of you..

ALEC D’URBERVILLE

Oh Tessy.. you know he will not

love you the slightest bit now

you are with me.In fact he will

hate you. Hate you Tess

TESS

Don’t say that. I cannot bear

it.... I can’t bear this....

ALEC D’URBERVILLE

He hates you ..

TESS picks up a knife and then as if with no self- will

murders ALEC with one single forceful thrust through the

heart, leaving him in a pool of blood.
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104 INT. HALLWAY -LODGING HOUSE- SANDBOURNE - SAME 104

Everything goes quiet upstairs,a door closes. MRS BROOKS

pokes her face around the door and catches sight of TESS

hurrying down the stairs. She retreats closing it quickly

so as not to be seen but not before their eyes meet

briefly.

105 INT. PARLOUR - LODGING HOUSE- SANDBOURNE - SAME 105

MRS BROOKS returns to her book,some blood drops on the

open page, she looks up and a heart shaped blood stain is

seeping through the ceiling.She instantly jumps up.

106 EXT. BEAMINSTER OMNIBUS STOP - MORNING 106

HARDY steps down from the omnibus.He wants to tread the

earth at Birdsmoorgate to get closer to Martha.He puts a

piece of paper he was writing on in his pocket.He has been

completing his poem for Phena. He walks deep in thought

against a biting wind.

107 EXT. COUNTRYSIDE OUTSKIRTS BEAMINSTER - MORNING 107

Hardy is walking the footpath to Birdsmoorgate. He

stumbles over a dead blooded fox that has been killed by

the hunt.It lies in a pool of blood. He is outraged at the

senseless death of a hunted wild animal.He sees a young

woman crossing a field in the distance, inappropriately

clothed for the weather. She looks miserable and poor.The

scene dissolves to

108 EXT. EDGE OF WOODLAND -CHALK NEWTON - LATE AFTERNOON 108

TESS is walking alone deserted by everyone, penniless -at

her lowest ebb. A gentleman comes up behind her.

MAN

Good-night my pretty maid

TESS

Good night Sir

MAN

Why surely ’tis the young wench

who’s fancy man squire

d’Urberville was so uppity about

when I called ee...a

TESS

No, not me I have a husband, Mr

Clare, I am on my way to meet him

(CONTINUED)
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MAN

I know a face ’specially a pretty

one like yours.You ought to beg

me pardon for that blow of his

TESS is scared and suddenly takes flight,taking eventual

shelter in a shaded part of a plantation.She makes a sort

of nest of leaves and settles to rest, cold, afraid

TESS(QUIETLY TO HERSELF)

Was there ever another

such wretched being as me in the

world?

The scene changes back to

109 EXT. COUNTRYSIDE PATH TO BIRDSMOORGATE - MORNING 109

HARDY watches the girl nimbly climb over a gate and at

pace disappear beyond a coppice. Now he confuses Tess with

Tryphena. He thinks again of love and the poem he has been

completing which he takes out of his pocket and looks at.

HARDY

(to himself)

Tess I swear I will make you

epitomize all the virtues of

country life and have you live an

honest natural existence whatever

your fate.My very own Tess

The scene dissolves to

110 INT DORCHESTER PRISON CELL 110

TESS sitting in the same prison cell that Martha Brown

gives her confession in

HARDY (V.O)

Who could not loose their heart

to you Tess ? Martha?

111 EXT. CROSSROADS BIRDSMOORGATE - EARLY AFTERNOON 111

HARDY has reached the crossroads -a lonely bleak isolated

place, The Rose and Crown Inn where JOHN BROWN’S inquest

was held directly ahead. He approaches the door,thinking

aloud

HARDY (V.O)

How did this hostile place feel

Martha? all those years ago when

there was no one to speak for

you.
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112 INT. THE ROSE AND CROWN INN - BIRDSMOORGATE EARLY

AFTERNOON 112

HARDY enters, looks at the CUSTOMERS and BARMAN. He buys a

small soft drink and stares at the glowing fire,inviting

and comforting, this cold day.The glow of the fire

dissolves to

113 INT. THE ROSE AND CROWN INN - 7TH JULY1856 AFTERNOON 113

The same grate but no fire,empty cold and uninviting.

SAMUEL SKINNER CORY is sat nearby.The inquest is still in

progress and WILLIAM STANTON, the publican is serving

drinks to his ’captive’ CUSTOMERS.

RICHARD DAEMON

(standing)

It were about 5 o’clock and there

be a loud banging at me bedroom

window and Martha were begging me

to come quick cause John ’ad

nearly bin killed by the ’orse.

MARTHA

The ’orse always was a violent

one but I didnt’ believe Richard

when ’e said John be dead.

RICHARD DAEMON

That’s right Sir, She seemed

surprised and said be ’e?’

SAMUEL SKINNER CORY

Then what did you do?

RICHARD DAEMON

I asked her why she didn’t call

before and she said because ’e

’ad ’old of her dress

MARTHA

’twas only when ’e became weak

and faint much later that I could

push ’im back

SAMUEL SKINNER CORY

So Martha, you did in fact do

nothing to try and save your

husband’s life.

VILLAGERS

(shouting out together)

We do always ’ear screams coming

from the ’ouse.

(CONTINUED)
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ee only married ’er for money

She did never fit in with us in

the village

The INN gets rowdy - Martha hopeless- change scene back to

114 EXT. CROSSROADS - BIRDSMOORGATE - CONTINUOUS -AFTERNOON

114

HARDY closes the door of the inn behind him and is walking

back to Beaminster, thinking about MARTHA- He retraces the

track back over the dead fox. He stops and moves it from

the path,placing it under a pile of leaves but the wind is

up and swirling them away again. He puts his head down

against the icy wind as the scene dissolves to

115 EXT. THE PLANTATION - CHALK NEWTON -EARLY MORNING 115

TESS is wakened by the sound of palpitations, flutters,

gasps gurgles. She looks around her and there is a carnage

of dying pheasants,bleeding,in pain, some feebly

twitching, contorted, writhing in agony. TESS knew what

had occurred, that they initially escaped yesterday’s

shoot and are now doomed anyway.She suffers with them. She

puts them out of their misery by wringing their necks as

gently as she can

TESS

(quietly to herself)

Poor darlings and I suppose

myself to be the most miserable

being on earth.

TESS is ashamed of her gloom the night before, she picks

up the last dying pheasant

TESS

I be not mangled, I be not

bleeding and I have two hands to

feed and clothe me

She wipes the blood of her hands with dried leaves

and emerges cautiously upon the highway as the scene

merges with

116 INT. THE BROWNS GROCERY SHOP -PARLOUR -JULY 6TH 1856 LATE

116

MARTHA is cleaning the blood thoroughly from the hatchet

and replaces it by the grate. She ties a large

handkerchief around the dead JOHN’S head. Her white

underclothes hanging on the airer are spattered in

blood.This scene merges with
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117 INT.LODGING HOUSE - SANDBOURNE 1879 -AFTERNOON 117

TESS is stunned, staring at Alec’s body,trembling,knife in

hand dripping blood. Her white bodice splattered with

blood, she quickly changes it and leaves.The scene changes

back to

118 EXT. BEAMINSTER OMNIBUS STOP - LATE AFTERNOON 118

HARDY battling against the wind which has intensified

during the afternoon and boards the omnibus bound for

Dorchester.

119 EXT. RAILWAY PLATFORM DORCHESTER STATION - MORNING 119

EMMA, HARDY and NELLIE are on the platform waiting with

LILLIAN AND GORDON, all dressed up and each with a little

trunk.The train pulls in and HARDY and the CHILDREN step

up into the train’s corridor. It gathers pace as it steams

out of the station -the children wave goodbye out the

window, HARDY takes his seat in a carriage.

120 EXT. GARDEN - MAX GATE - ONE MONTH LATER - AFTERNOON 120

It is sunny and quite warm. The HARDY’S are entertaining-

among their guests are EDWARD CLODD, EDMUND GOSSE and his

wife NELLIE.EMMA is looking particularly plain and dull.

She is letting herself go.She looks drawn. There is

general chatter then...

NELLIE

It is very quiet here with no

children running around and

shouting

EMMA

Yes we miss them when they are

not here. Lillian and Gordon are

visiting their father,my brother,

Walter, at the moment

NELLIE

They spend a considerable time

here at Max Gate

EMMA

Walter is convinced of the idea

that his children do not thrive

in London and need country air.

HARDY

My wife has taken complete charge

of their spiritual upbringing.

For myself I would have a greater

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY (cont’d)
influence on their literary

education. I cannot bide all this

religious pretension that has no

place in the upbringing of a

child

EMMA

You only say that to invite

dispute among us. My husband

doesn’t think that at all.

EDWARD CLODD

Perhaps he does my dear have you

ever thought to talk to him about

such matters?

EDMUND

Edward!

EDWARD CLODD

You are if I might say so perhaps

a little too conventional for the

likes of our Thomas here.

EMMA (AGITATED)

Conventional! do you know how

much I suffer being a joke at

times.. I overheard two women in

conversation in the bookshop in

Dorchester the other day They

must have known who I was and

spoke such for my benefit...

saying ’why the man could not try

some useful work in the world

beats me’ and ’why he could not

have done some building work like

his father instead of writing

rubbish that no one wants to

read’

The company go silent for a while

EDWARD CLODD

AHHH! The small minds of the

provincial locals

EMMA

Well I now think they might well

be right.

NELLIE

You cannot mean that Emma,where

is your loyalty as a wife, did

you not say anything to them?

(CONTINUED)
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EMMA

No, I left in the instant but on

the way home I kept thinking

about you Thomas, your

infatuations your silly

infatuations with Rosamund..your

tiresome..

EDMOND

Emma, my dear

EMMA

Ask him now who he is thinking of

now...about his cousin, he has

hardly said a word for weeks

NELLIE

A man is allowed to bereave

EMMA

Ask him about his fantasies?

EDMOND

Emma dear we all have our private

world, our private loves,

EMMA

(Angry and feeling betrayed)

He calls her HIS LOST PRIZE.How

does he think that makes me feel?

Am I the second, no probably

third choice. He never gives me

any credit for all the work we do

on OUR books.He doesn’t see ME

anymore

EMMA stamps away very upset towards the house.

HARDY

Her moods are as changeable as

our weather,although that is I

must add, not as ineffectual as

she is.I apologize my dear

friends for my wife’s abruptness.

She is not herself of late

NELLIE GOSSE

She feels she is losing you I

suspect. We do not always behave

as we should the brain is

vulnerable especially when the

heart is involved.

HARDY

Ah the heart doesn’t always read

the signs. ’tis true and the

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY (cont’d)
brain so closely intertwined is

indeed a fragile thing..

NELLIE the maid approaches the group of friends

NELLIE

Mrs ’Ardy be upset Mr’Ardy she be

bumpin’ around upstairs. I

thought as I’ll tell ee

HARDY

Thank you Nell could you get some

more lemonade for your namesake

here?

NELLIE GOSSE

Thank you Nellie and yes Thomas,

the brain is exceedingly fragile

certainly when matters of the

heart are concerned.

HARDY

Ah, the heart so often in

contradiction with the brain

HARDY drifts off into deep thought -the scene dissolves to

121 INT. COURTROOM DORCHESTER - LATE AFTERNOON 121

MARTHA stands composed yet showing signs of strain in the

dock.RICHARD WILLIAM BROSTER is a surgeon from Beaminster.

He carried out the official post- mortem on JOHN BROWN. He

is in the witness stand giving his report.

RICHARD BROSTER

I removed the brain and at the

back of the head at the lower

part of the brain there was a

large quantity of blood that had

been effused.

MR COMPTON

Could either of the wounds you

have described cause death?

RICHARD BROSTER

Certainly three of the kind I

have mentioned would and I would

presume that if he received the

injuries in the field then he

certainly could not have walked

to his home which has been

calculated for the court to be a

distance of 130 yards away.

(CONTINUED)
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MR COMPTON

Could the prisoner have held the

deceased for more than two hours

after he received the wounds?

RICHARD BROSTER

No Sir, he would have been dead

long time afore.

another witness the REV A N DELA FOSS is now in the stand

MR COMPTON

Reverend Sir, what in you

judgement do you think could

inflict such wounds

REV DE LA FOSS

We have heard already that the

wounds were such that might have

been produced by a blunt

instrument,such as the back edge

of a hatchet.I saw such an

instrument propped against a

bucket of coal by the range when

called to the shop that God

forsaken morning.

MARTHA

(interrupts)

No sir, The hatchet belonged to

Richard, my neighbour, I only

borrowed it for breaking up the

coal. I did return it to’im.

Another witness takes the stand

MR STOCK

Sir, with such injuries please

tell the court could John Brown

have walked, yes or no

WITNESS

I have never been present when a

skull was fractured but I have

seen half a dozen fractures,in

fact I have seen a patient

breathe after wards but not be

conscious. Sometimes I believe

that persons have lived years

after the incident

MR STOCK

But if as stated a piece of bone

was driven into the brain then

this most certainly would have

prevented him from walking

(CONTINUED)
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WITNESS

Most probably and as there were

two other wounds also well I must

say Yes

MR STOCK

Exactly and my Lord with the

absence of any blood found in the

passage of the house or on the

road from the field to the step,

it would appear that the

defendant is lying.

MR COMPTON

Mrs Brown,there is overwhelming

opinion that your husband could

not have suffered such injuries

and remain alive to utter a word

let alone walk the distance from

the field to your home. Is not

your story of the horse then just

a trumped up fabrication...

MARTHA

No....NO

MARTHA is panicking inside but holds it in well.She knows

she is defeated

MARTHA (CONT’D)

Yes, it was..

THE WHOLE COURT goes silent

Yes Sir..we had an argument,he

rushed upstairs angrily ..He..he

came by his death by falling down

the stairs.Yes he wasn’t feelin’

well and went upstairs in the

dark and fell. I swear on oath

that I did not strike my husband.

MR STOCK

My Lord, We have heard a change

in the story,I determine we need

question no more.My

Lord,Gentlemen of the Jury,it is

now for you to determine whether

John Brown died from the injuries

caused by a kick of a horse as

was so emphatically described by

the accused or did he suffer at

the blows of a hatchet

administered by his wife in a fit

of rage.

The scene changes back to
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122 EXT. GARDEN - MAX GATE - LATER THAT AFTERNOON 122

EMMA is returning to the garden party in changed clothes

which are now colourful and more flamboyant. She is in

better spirits. Everyone seems a bit taken aback. They

look at each other.She is carrying one of the cats and

MOSS is following her

EMMA

Apologies for my tantrum, I do

suffer such pain at times, it

does affect my manner

HARDY

Come here Moss. Edmund you have

your new Kodak. Come ..

EDMUND takes some photographs of everyone, ones of MOSS

too.

NELLIE

Shall we organize a trip to the

seaside,the weather is quite warm

now

EMMA

Oh yes we must show you Weymouth

HARDY

And there is a very nice hotel

where we can luncheon, will you

join us Edward?

EDWARD CLODD

I think not, the married couples

are best suited to be without my

presence

NELLIE brings out a tray of cakes and tea- lemonade for

NELLIE GOSSE and the atmosphere is more relaxed. EMMA is

jovial again and excited about the trip.HARDY walks off to

look around the garden, deep in thought. He is still

embarrassed by EMMA’s outburst, he stares ahead

preoccupied sees MARTHA in the dock as the scene dissolves

to

123 INT. COURTROOM DORCHESTER - LATE EVENING 123

MARTHA standing in the dock blends into TESS in the

dock.TESS glances at her sister Hope who looks bewildered,

the landlady MRS BROOKS who testified, looks guilty and

Angel who hangs his head in despair. They all, however,

show acceptance of TESS’s fate.TESS blends back to

MARTHA.THE JURY returns

(CONTINUED)
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COURT OFFICIAL

Members of the jury, have you

reached a verdict?

JURY MEMBER

Guilty, My Lord

JUDGE

Elizabeth Martha Brown you have

been found guilty of the murder

of your husband John Anthony

Brown and that you carried out

the deed in a premeditated and

malicious manner. The Law must

take its course.

He places the black cloth on his head

JUDGE (CONT.)

In ten days forth you shall be

taken to the scaffold and will be

hanged until dead. And that your

body be afterward buried within

the precincts of the prison. May

God have mercy on your soul.

The whole courtroom now seems aghast almost sorry.Some

pray and sign the cross. MARTHA blends into TESS

JUDGE

Teresa Durbeyfield you have been

found guilty of the murder of

Alexander d’Urberville and you

did so in a malicious and wilful

manner..............

The scene changes back to

124 EXT. GARDEN - MAX GATE - SAME 124

Lots of chatter and activity among the guests and

Emma.Hardy is wandering the boundary in his characteristic

pensive mood

125 INT. HARDY’S FRONT STUDY - THE NEXT DAY - MORNING 125

HARDY, EMMA, NELLIE and BERNIE are shifting all the

contents and furniture from his front upstairs study into

the spare back bedroom to become his new study.The bedroom

furniture is taken to the old study to become Hardy’s

bedroom.MOSS is running back and forth excited.
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126 INT. HARDY’S OWN SEPARATE BEDROOM - EVENING 126

NELLIE AND BERNIE are making up HARDY’s bed in the old

front study and whispering

BERNIE

It be a strange thing for Mr

’ardy to sleep alone now

NELLIE

I reckon it be somethin’ ’cause

of t’other month when we ’eerd

them raisin’ their voices after

’e come back from London and ’e

opened that telegraph..

BERNIE

Ah, you be right

NELLIE

And then yesterday I told ee

’bout Mrs ’Ardy’s uppitiness and

’er bein’in a rage and all that

bangin’ ’bout

BERNIE

but still a strange thing to

’appen for Mr ’ardy to sleep on

’is own.

NELLIE

’tis a very modern thing in

marriage these days they do say.

127 INT. NEW BACK STUDY - NEXT DAY - MORNING 127

HARDY is placing books on the shelves and EMMA is

repositioning all the papers/manuscripts of Tess into some

sort of order on the desk.The study is much darker because

the window is high up, smaller and facing north. He is

packaging up the initial draft of the Group of Noble Dames

stories ready to go to the publishers. Emma is deeply hurt

inside. A copy of the Tess manuscript falls to the floor

and Emma reads I shall give way..the scene dissolves to

128 INT. TESS’S SHARED BEDROOM - NIGHT 128

TESS’s head sinks into her pillow

TESS

I know I shall say Yes oh Angel

it is such a wrong to you, when I

be ’married’ in the true sense of

it to another, oh my heart.. ’t

would be such a terrible wrong. I

can never be your wife.
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The scene changes back to

129 INT. NEW BACK STUDY - MORNING- SAME 129

EMMA

I remember correcting the ’can’

to ’will’ ....why did you let

them wed?

HARDY doesn’t respond, he is thinking about how physically

attracted to each other he made TESS AND ANGEL. He looks

at EMMA,who looks particularly unattractive but as always

is making the best of the situation.

EMMA (CONT.’D)

Tom, why did you let them wed?

HARDY

They have to, their very being,

their souls stir inexplicably, it

cannot be helped and shouldn’t be

resisted,when they meet... their

very insides stir and swirl

around

Emma, puzzled,struggling,wanting to know,scene dissolves

to

130 EXT. CRICKS DAIRY FARM - TALBOTHAYS - AFTERNOON 130

ANGEL, walking his horse, brushes TESS when passing her

and he steals a kiss.The OTHER MILK MAIDS are all jealous

but can’t resist giggling.TESS AND ANGEL can barely

control their desire. He lifts her on to the horse and

they ride out to the Heath

131 EXT. EGDON HEATH - AFTERNOON 131

There is a hazy sunshine and it is extremely humid. Angel

and Tess have tied the horse to a gate and are sitting on

the grass

TESS

Angel I have something I must

tell ee..

ANGEL CLARE

I know... you have been trying to

for a while now, I know. Look

Tessy, my love, you are a feared

of who you are and that you might

be standing in my way

(CONTINUED)
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TESS

I...I am not a Durbeyfield, but

actually a d’Urberville and I

know that you hate old families,

ANGEL CLARE

Well it is true that I hate the

aristocratic principle of blood

before everything.. so this is

the secret you have not told...

TESS loses her courage and backs out of telling ANGEL

about her past affair with ALEC.He kisses her

TESS

Ah ... yes I hate the name

ANGEL CLARE

Well, Mistress Teresa

d’Urberville, I have you there,

take my name and you will escape

yours

TESS

If it is sure to make e happy,

and you wish to marry me very

very much

ANGEL CLARE

I do dearest

TESS

I mean that it is only your

wanting me very much, and being

hardly able to keep alive without

me, whatever my offenses, that

would make me feel that I .....

ought to say I will

ANGEL holds her so protectively and lovingly. He is hardly

able to speak, kissing her between his words

ANGEL CLARE

You will, you do say it.You will

be mine for ever and ever

TESS

Yes

They kiss passionately and TESS breaks down and

cries.ANGEL wipes her tears,he thinks they are tears of

happiness.Tess can almost foresee what’s to come.The scene

changes back to
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132 INT. HARDY’S NEW STUDY - AFTERNOON SAME 132

EMMA

I do not understand your words at

times, words like ’stir’ and

’swirl’

HARDY

I merely imply on occasion that

when a natural feeling is so

strong that it cannot be denied,

then it may be ’maddening’

’distracting’ .. ultimately it

changes things

EMMA

Maddening,distracting? What

feelings? What makes a feeling

natural? Tom I cannot fathom you,

you are so complicated and deep

thinking

HARDY

Then let it be Em, let it be

EMMA is missing HARDY’S meaning completely. It does not

occur to her that HARDY is describing sexual

feelings.Conveniently BERNIE knocks the door and comes

straight in

BERNIE

Mr ’ardy Sir, Your brother is

here waiting in the hall-way to

see ’e

EMMA

Go down Tom, you mustn’t keep

Henry waiting

The awkwardness is for both of them thankfully cut short.

133 MONTAGE - SPRING SUNSHINE - AFTERNOON 133

Images - lambs with ewes content - the sound of

bleating-Country girls in embraces with boy friends-

Aristocratic woman with lover- Water rippling over stones

in shallow river creating white foam

134 INT. HARDY’S NEW STUDY - MAY 134

THE HARDYS are preparing to leave for the summer season in

London.HARDY gathers up any loose manuscripts and locks

them in a drawer of his desk. He tidies his new study with

Emma’s reluctant help.He cares about Emma’s hurt but

cannot reach out to her. She finds the book of poems and

(CONTINUED)
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throws them discreetly into the rubbish pile. Hardy folds

up The Martha Brown documents, unlocks the drawer and

places Martha on top of Tess re-locking the drawer.

135 INT. MARY JEUNE’S HOUSE - WALPOLE STREET - AFTERNOON 135

Hardy is visiting Mary. For once she is alone and not

entertaining and so is he -Emma shopping -Add a dateline

LONDON 1890

Each sitting opposite the other, relaxed,mid conversation

HARDY

All rejected... And ’A Group of

Noble Dames’ has also offended,I

took the collection to The

Graphic against my better

judgement especially as Harpers

had already agreed to publish

them anyway and already I have

received unfavourable feedback

MARY JEUNE

It must be so tiresome for

you.First your serialization

rejected and then the same again

with your short stories.

HARDY

Not rejected.I suppose I must

just smooth down those directors

somehow..

MARY JEUNE

I cannot see how readers would be

offended by your stories of

aristocratic women

HARDY

Ah but you see the’ Noble Dames’

are apparently a pageant of

disastrous marriages, confessed

and un-confessed

adulteries, illegitimacies,sudden

deaths and suspected crimes

MARY JEUNE

They share a smile

Well when you express it like

that

HARDY

Not me Mary, not me

(CONTINUED)
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MARY JEUNE

Thomas dear you are incorrigible.

We were somewhat taken a back

last summer it’s true when you

revealed some of your new novel’s

plot but Tom we were also very

excited as you well remember.

HARDY

Well I take no notice.I give them

what they want now but I do mean

to keep true to myself when Tess

..

MARY JEUNE

Tess?

HARDY

Yes I have now called my girl

Tess,

MARY JEUNE

Ah

HARDY (CONT’D)

When Tess is published finally in

volume form it will be truthful.

This type of censorship is as

hypocritical as the double

standards and

self-righteousness that I intend

to show in my novel

MARY JEUNE

And

HARDY

The wrong done to Tess,will have

every reader having no choice but

to be enraged. Having struggled

with the jeering,the torment and

criticism and moved bravely

forward after the death of her

baby

MARY JEUNE

Baby?

HARDY

Yes born out of wedlock. Tess

finally finds love, genuine, pure

love and marries. And here the

hypocrisy of social standards

manifests, no even excels itself

through the responses of her

husband..
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HARDY shakes his head, despairing at what he has just

said.Mary holds a questioning gesture,scene dissolves to

136 INT. WELLBRIDGE FARMHOUSE - PARLOUR - EVENING 136

ANGEL and TESS sit in front of a glowing fire.This is

their first night as man and wife. ANGEL has just put a

necklace,a d’Urberville family heirloom, around TESS’S

neck.

ANGEL CLARE

Oh Tess how beautiful you are! if

you were only to appear in a

ballroom! But no, no dearest I

think I love you best in the wing

bonnet and cotton frock. oh my

Tess do you remember what we said

this morning about telling our

faults. I want to make a

confession to you.

TESS

(surprised but pleased)

You have something to confess?

ANGEL CLARE

Put your head there Tess because

I want you to forgive me. You

know of course that I am a strong

believer in good morals

well..years back when in

London,in the midst of all my

fine aims ....and you must

believe me I have such terrible

remorse,.. I myself fell. ’twere

a stranger too and no more than

48 hours I swear. I am so sorry,

please please forgive me.

TESS

O Angel I am almost glad..because

now you can forgive me

They join hands as the fire embers fade:

I too, years afore had a boy

child though I not be wed, he

died... for ’twas no future for

him anyway, I was taken in, like

you Angel, like you.

Silence then ANGEL stirs the embers of the fire.

ANGEL CLARE

From your manner I am to believe

this is true. Is the man

himself yet dead?

(CONTINUED)
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TESS

No he still lives. In the name of

our love, forgive me,.... forgive

me as you are forgiven. I forgive

YOU Angel

ANGEL CLARE

Yes, yes you do

TESS

But you do not forgive me

The scene changes back to

137 INT. MARY JEUNE’S HOUSE - WALPOLE STREET - SAME 137

MARY JEUNE

Oh Thomas,he does not, does he?

But they can remain married?

HARDY

Yes they do remain married but

the marriage is not

consummated....the rock of

convention is wedged between

them...

138 INT.WELLBRIDGE FARMHOUSE - PARLOUR - NEXT MORNING 138

TESS

I suppose you are not going to

live with me long are you Angel?

ANGEL CLARE

I cannot, without despising

myself and what is worse

despising you. I mean of course,

cannot live with you in the

ordinary sense. At present

whatever I feel I do not despise

you. There are just too many

difficulties while HE is still

alive.

TESS

I have thought it all over too.

You are right, you must go away

from me....

ANGEL CLARE

But what can you do?

TESS

I can go home. I want to go home

... I was wrong and must now be

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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TESS (cont’d)
punished but do not make my

punishment more than I can bare.

Tess’s betrayal is unbearable.The scene changes back to

139 INT. MARY JEUNE’S HOUSE - WALPOLE STREET - SAME 139

MARY JEUNE

Thomas those are harsh words you

have given your man. He is so

heartless,a self-righteous

hypocrite.

HARDY

Deliberately so...

MARY JEUNE

You are not content Thomas, I can

tell

Hardy drops his head

HARDY

I find so much wrong with

everything,I struggle with all

that I was brought up to believe

in, why so? Even my marriage is

not exempt

Madeleine and Dorothy come bounding in full of life,

please to see Uncle Tom. It breaks the moment. They throw

their arms around his neck.

140 INT. LARGE GRAND DINING HALL - 2ND JUNE 1890 - EVENING 140

HARDY celebrates his 50th Birthday. He is still in a black

mood probably half due to turning 50. The room is bustling

with society men and women but he is not as comfortable as

he has been before, everyone is mingling except HARDY AND

MARY. MISS BALESTIER (a young American) has sought them

out

MARY JEUNE

Thomas do meet Miss Balestier,

she comes from America and I

believe this is your first visit

to London, is it not?

HARDY

And how do you find it here in

Town?

(CONTINUED)
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MISS BALESTIER

It is so reposeful, you know in

America you feel at night, ’I

must be quick and sleep,as there

is not much time to give to it’

HARDY

I should not like that intensity.

London becomes too hectic and

tedious for me after a while

MISS BALESTIER is quickly ushered off by ANOTHER

LADY.HARDY catches sight of AGATHA

HARDY (CONT’D)

You know Mary, these women are a

picture to behold. Surely Agatha

is the most beautiful woman

in England,one is reminded of

the Elizabethan metaphor,’her

lips are roses full of snow. ....

Hardy ponders for a moment and smiles to himself.He is

pleased with the phrase

MARY JEUNE

Indeed she is and she seems to

have put you in a more jovial

mood but someone like you Thomas

will always see through the

finery. The country girls in

Dorset surely must be just as

handsome

HARDY

Even more...’tis true,where would

these beauties here be if put

into rough wrappers in a turnip

field.

They share a smile as the scene dissolves to

141 EXT. CORN FIELD - DORSET - MIDDAY 141

TESS is looking beautiful with droplets of sweat running

down her face, her bodice hangs a little over her bare

shoulder. She is tying up the bundles of corn sheaths.

142 EXT. THE BROWNS HOUSE - GARDEN- BIRDSMOORGATE - MIDDAY 142

MARTHA is looking beautiful as she wrestles with a hen

that has escaped from its pen. The hen gets all caught up

with her long skirts.There is much clucking and

squealing.The scene changes back to
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143 INT. LARGE GRAND DINING HALL -SAME 143

HARDY and MARY are joined by AGATHA and her husband Hamo

and EDITH WHARTON

AGATHA

Many Happy returns Mr Hardy

HAMO

Yes my man,50 years is a

milestone indeed.

HARDY

I have to say I have been in a

rather melancholy mood.But I am a

little cheered up now.It is so

hard to find any optimism these

days.It seems that for every bad

moment there is a worse

EDITH WHARTON

Ever the pessimist, must be the

burden we endure for being

artists

HARDY

Quite so Miss Wharton, have you

seen my wife?

EDITH WHARTON

She is in good spirits holding

conversation with Mrs Rudyard

Kipling to be. You should join

her and the American lady, her

name is Miss Balestier

HARDY

Ah I have already been acquainted

with Miss Balestier and I fear

that the topic will quickly turn

around once more to religious

matters when in the company of my

wife

EDITH WHARTON

And does that rile with you?

HARDY

Can I be bold enough to say that

I do not believe in God Edith

EMMA joins them unexpectedly,coming up behind HARDY

EMMA

Thomas! I am so sorry for my

husband’s lapse in manners Edith.

He doesn’t mean it of course.How

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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EMMA (cont’d)

are you Hamo? How was your trip

abroad?

HARDY is quietly outraged.HAMO begins a conversation with

EMMA as HARDY is led away by MARY to be introduced to

ANOTHER COUPLE.MARY is sensitive to the tension and tries

to head off any return of Hardy’s melancholia

144 INT. LONDON RENTED ROOMS - JULY - MORNING 144

EMMA is crying, and as a distraction is dusting some

furniture having just received a telegraph announcing her

father’s death in Plymouth

EMMA

I cannot abide living with other

people’s furniture, they take so

little care,the shelves have not

been dusted, there are crawlies

in the closet and everything

feels dirty.

HARDY

You mustn’t fret about such

things, ’tis enough to have

received such news of your father

EMMA

I know,I must prepare straight

away to leave, the funeral must

be organised. Will you come?

HARDY

I have promised Mary that I would

write an epilogue for that

special production of ’The Shrew’

that she is organising.

EMMA

(sarcastically)

Oh Yes, her Holiday Fund for poor

city Children, much more

important of course

HARDY

He never liked me Emma,I haven’t

seen him for years, he thought I

was not good enough for you and

has always made it known. It

would be hypocrisy.

EMMA

In God’s name then I would rather

you did not.

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY

I will return to the country soon

after

HARDY helps EMMA to pack a trunk, lifting her black

mourning dress carefully into it. Emma leaves alone to

catch a train

145 INT. THEATRE AUDITORIUM SHAFTESBURY AVENUE- EVENING 145

Within the auditorium- a great many empty seats.The

performance of The Taming of the Shrew has just finished.

there is noticeably very little applause- AN ACTRESS is

just about to read HARDY’S epilogue. MARY has come on

stage. Hardy is not present. At the same time.

146 INT. SAVILLE CLUB - SAME TIME EVENING 146

HARDY is talking with some friends. He appears settled and

comfortable -in a better mood

147 INT. DRAWING ROOM - MAX GATE - END JULY 147

HARDY has returned to Max Gate where the mourning EMMA is

waiting. MOSS is in his usual position in front of the

fireplace although there is no fire - He is suffering from

the heat and panting - Hardy enters

EMMA

Did the charity performance go

well?

HARDY

Yes I believe so although there

were many empty seats apparently.

Miss Rehan read my verses.Reviews

were mixed. Some critics said

they were spirited whereas The

Globe actually referred to my

work as poor stuff

EMMA

Oh Thomas! that’s awful. How is

Mrs Jeune?

HARDY

I told her of your father’s death

and she was very sympathetic.

EMMA

Have you heard back about the

short stories?

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY

The proofs required a few

additional changes which I

revised. They are now in

possession of The Stories ready

for the Christmas Edition.

EMMA

Shall we continue now then with

Tess?

HARDY

I have promised my brother Henry

that I would accompany him on a

trip to Paris shortly. I

understand of course that you

could not possibly indulge in

such a trip at this time.

EMMA

No of course not, but then I

suppose you two would not wish a

dowdy old soul like me to

accompany them, under any

circumstance.Not in Paris...

Hardy shakes his head but relieved.The scene dissolves to

148 EXT. PARIS LANDMARKS - CONTINUOUS 148

HARDY AND HENRY are enjoying the freedom of being in Paris

without Emma.They view the sights.

149 INT. MOULIN ROUGE - NIGHT 149

HARDY and his brother HENRY are watching and enjoying the

GIRLS dancing the ’can can’.HARDY looks out of the windows

over the heads of the men enjoying themselves and sees

beyond a cemetery, headstones glistening in the moonlight

directly behind the building, where similar men now lay

dead and forgotten

150 INT. MAX GATE HALLWAY - A WEEK LATER - AFTERNOON 150

HARDY returns to Max Gate in cheerful mood,glances into

the drawing room and sees EMMA still in black, fingers

caressing the Bible. He goes upstairs. MOSS notices him

and rather sluggishly walks out to greet him.
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151 INT. HARDY’S NEW STUDY - SAME AFTERNOON 151

HARDY briefly looks for the book of Rosamund’s poems to no

avail.He unlocks the drawer of his desk and carefully

takes out the Tess copy manuscript and Martha Brown

Documents placing them side by side.Winterborne Came

church bells are ringing in the distance.Throughout

Hardy’s thoughts

HARDY (V.O)

How the reality of life cuts into

your mood all those poor buried

souls in the cemetery, dead,

gone, forgotten, when once they

were alive, dancing and lusting.

HARDY unfolds a deteriorated copy of the Sherborne

Chronicle,he reads.One last attempt was made to get Martha

a reprieve.The scene dissolves to

152 INT. TRAIN CARRIAGE - EARLY MORNING 152

RB SHERIDEN MP and REV DACRE- CLEMETSON are travelling to

London to try and obtain a last minute reprieve for

Martha.Add a dateline:

8TH AUGUST 1856

They carry a list of names signed by many who once

condemned her and other documents.There are a few other

PASSENGERS

CHAPLAIN

If only Martha had made it known

about her husband’s violence

against her when she were at the

assizes.The people are on her

side now

SHERIDEN

We must remember though she is

still responsible for the murder,

Reverend, but we may at least be

able to revoke the death penalty

CHAPLAIN

I do so hope, in the name of

God.We have so little time. Every

effort afforded us must be made

to petition the Home Secretary

today
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153 INT. PARLIAMENT OFFICES 1856 MIDDAY 153

The grand hallway with offices leading off- bustling with

men rushing to and fro purposefully.CHAPLAIN and SHERIDEN

waiting, are greeted by a SECRETARY

SECRETARY TO HOME OFFICE

My apologies to you sirs, but Sir

George Grey is absent at the

moment in Ireland. Mr.Waddington,

the under secretary will see you

Both are led into a large office

MR WADDINGTON

It is a pleasure to see you

gentlemen. What can I do for you?

CHAPLAIN

’tis a most pressing appeal Sir.

There has been a grave injustice.

Martha Brown awaits execution for

the murder of her husband for

which she confesses. But the

circumstances involve much

provocation and violence

SHERIDEN

Sir, there was no premeditation

on Martha’s part.Many persons

have added their names.

He hands the petition to Mr Waddington who flicks through

it

SHERIDEN(CONT’D)

So we ask you courteously Sir for

a stay of execution,a reprieve

MR WADDINGTON

If I could do you the service I

would Gentlemen,but it is only

Sir George who can grant this.I

am most regretful there is

nothing that can be done...

He hands the petition back to Sheriden

MR WADDINGTON (CONT’D)

My condolences to the family and

I wish you a very pleasant

journey back to Dorset.
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154 INT. HARDY’S NEW STUDY - MORNING 154

HARDY and EMMA are finishing off the changes to Tess ready

for The Graphic serialization.MOSS tries to get HARDY’S

attention but he doesn’t notice MOSS which is unusual

HARDY

I have arranged the annuities for

Lillian and Gordon as you asked

EMMA

Thank you

HARDY

I am indifferent to the

critics....the bowdlerizing of my

Tess is no hardship. Tess remains

perfectly in tact in my head and

He studies the copies that have been made which have been

written in red ink

HARDY (CONT’D)

in red - thank you for your help

Em.

HARDY lowers his head,closes his eyes for a moment,then

starts writing again

EMMA

You are particularly glum today

HARDY

Too often,I wake so early

thinking of Martha. How often I

wish myself never to wake in the

morning

EMMA realizes that when in this mood there is nothing to

be gained by pursuing the conversation. HARDY screws up in

his hands the sheet of paper he was writing on

HARDY (CONT’D)

Why is life such a useless

struggle

EMMA

Come here Moss, garden? You know

he don’t seem himself either,

EMMA leaves HARDY alone. She cannot deal with his

depression

EMMA (OS CALLING BACK)

Don’t forget THE CHILDREN are

coming home tomorrow

Hardy glances at the photograph - hint of a smile
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155 INT.DINING ROOM - MAX GATE - MIDDAY 155

HARDY and EMMA are taking lunch.GORDON and LILLIAN are

also sat at the table. NELLIE is pouring out their tea.

There is awkward silence which the children sense, EMMA’S

inability to understand and Hardy’s black mood pervade the

atmosphere.

GORDON

Are you sad Uncle Tom?

EMMA

He is very busy that’s all.I

shall be happy to do more copying

if you wish?

HARDY

I would appreciate that. I don’t

mean to be so glum Gordon

GORDON

Shall I help Bernie with the

cutting outside?

LILLIAN

You said you would play with me

BERNIE rushes in

BERNIE

Excusin’ me Mr ’ardy, Mrs ’ardy

but Moss ain’t come for ’is meat

this meal time

HARDY

Get Nellie to help you search the

garden when she’s done.

GORDON

We’ll help you look for him.He

seemed a bit poorly this morning

didn’t he Aunt Emma

EMMA

He was a bit lethargic earlier

when I took him out

Bernie leaves calling for Nellie. The eating continues in

silence

156 INT HARDY’S NEW STUDY - LATER 156

THE CHILDREN have walked into Dorchester with NELLIE. MOSS

was not found.EMMA and HARDY are hard at work. HARDY is

re-working some lines, he is finding it difficult, he

sighs, he stares, he thinks ...the scene dissolves to
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157 EXT. COUNTRYSIDE - SUMMER - AFTERNOON 157

TESS is running after ANGEL and has nearly caught up with

him. He turns, sees her and they fall into a passionate

urgent embrace

TESS

Angel. Angel I have killed him...

ANGEL CLARE

What!

TESS

I have done it, I don’t know

how... I owed it to you, and to

myself. Why did you go away when

I loved ee so much. Say you do

love me, now I have killed him

ANGEL CLARE

I do love you Tess - O I do, I do

but how do you mean you have

killed him

TESS

I mean that I have

ANGEL CLARE

What bodily, is he dead?

TESS

Yes

ANGEL CLARE

Oh Tessy ....

He kisses her passionately as the scene changes back to

158 INT. HARDY’S NEW STUDY - EVENING 158

Hardy crosses out passionately and writes in endlessly

then hands it to Emma to finish the changes. Emma does so

and passes back another corrected page.The scene dissolves

to

159 EXT. COUNTRYSIDE - CONTINUOUS 159

TESS and Angel walk on quickly. ANGEL has a bag of

provisions,TESS has nothing - She is tired, they eat,drink

wine,walk on and take refuge in an empty house.
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160 INT. UNOCCUPIED BRAMSHURST COURT -NEW FOREST - NIGHT 160

TESS and ANGEL are climbing in through one of the lower

open windows.

ANGEL CLARE

From the grass growing on the

drive I assume this mansion has

been shut up for some

considerable time

TESS

At last somewhere to rest I am so

tired Angel

They cautiously make their way to an upstairs bed chamber

and share some food.All traces of the past have been

abandoned there is only the present. ANGEL and TESS

consummate their marriage, lovingly and with a sense this

could be the only and last time

161 INT HARDY’S NEW STUDY - SAME 161

HARDY passes the pages back to EMMA who reads them and is

repelled by the sexual explicitness as she sees it.She

looks fearfully at HARDY and thinks for the first time

about his probable sexual interest in other women.She

finds him threatening.Wonders? HARDY in the mean time is

ironically searching drawers and shelves for something

HARDY

Where is the book of poems?

HARDY is frustrated,EMMA hands him back a page she has

corrected.HARDY sits again and reads.The scene dissolves

to

162 INT. BED CHAMBER - BRAMSHURST COURT - NIGHT 162

TESS and ANGEL are ’enveloped in the shades of

night’ physically intimate and so much in love. They make

love

TESS

Here at last I am content...why

should all this happiness end?

ANGEL CLARE

Oh Tess, what must come will

come.We must get away tomorrow
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163 INT. HARDY’S NEW STUDY - SEPT 25TH - MORNING 163

EMMA is having a painful day her legs are hurting and

uncomfortable

EMMA

I would take Moss for a walk but

neither him nor myself seem up to

it today

HARDY is distant he has some MARTHA documents in his hands

HARDY

I wonder that Martha didn’t try

and get away from her marriage

before it all went so rotten

EMMA

A woman could not divorce the

husband then as you well know,

you being a justice of the peace.

One of the items on our agenda

tonight at the woman’s suffrage

meeting is about rights of women

and divorce and for that matter

you should also know that your

Angel would never be able to

marry his sister in law as Tess

wanted.It would be against the

law

HARDY

What has got into you Em?

EMMA

How much do you really have the

woman’s interests at heart. How

much to you really care about

justice for Martha Brown, she is

dead, can’t be changed, her

course can’t be altered

HARDY remains quiet,thinking.The scene dissolves to

164 INT. DORCHESTER PRISON CELL - 1856 164

CHAPLAIN

There is no reprieve Martha

MARTHA

Sir, I would have given the world

not to have done it

The Chaplain leads Martha along a dark passage.The scene

changes back to
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165 INT. HARDY’S NEW STUDY - SEPT 25TH - SAME 165

EMMA(CONT’D)

How much do you really care about

Tess? Exactly who is she anyway?

Martha? Rosamund? Agatha? You

could change Tess’s course but

you don’t

Outside the sun is particularly yellow,the scene dissolves

to

166 EXT. STONEHENGE -SUMMER - EVENING 166

The sun stunningly red and setting quickly over the

ancient pagan monument

TESS

I like it ’ere with nothin’ but

the sky above my face. Angel if

anything ’appens to me will you

watch over Liza Lu for my sake.

She is so good, simple, so pure.

ANGEL CLARE

I will... but I cannot think

about losing you

TESS

Did they sacrifice to God here?

ANGEL CLARE

To the Sun I believe

TESS

Do you think we shall meet again

after we are dead?

ANGEL kisses her to avoid a reply

I fear that means no!

ANGEL covers Tess with his coat-she sleeps,scene changes

back to

167 INT. HARDY’S NEW STUDY - SEPT 25TH LATE MORNING 167

EMMA is still sitting at HARDY’S desk, he is in the chair.

HARDY

I think I’ll ask Bernie and

Gordon to help me this afternoon

plant those young pine trees

along the boundary fence

BERNIE comes in flushed having hurried

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY (cont’d)
Ah Bernie....

BERNIE

Sir, Madam come quick ’tis Moss

ee ain’t breathin’. ’e be so

still I feared for ’im.I fear ee

be dead.

168 EXT. GARDEN MAX GATE - LATER THAT DAY 168

HARDY BERNIE and GORDON have just buried MOSS.An air of

solemnity- Lillian is with Emma in the drawing room who

reads to her from the Bible. HARDY and the boys are

now engaged in planting the young pine trees around the

boundary of Max Gate. They are enthralled by two deer

which have walked casually into the garden, eating their

greenery. The greenery in the garden changes to the green

velvet suites at

169 INT. THE SAVILLE CLUB - LONDON -2 MONTHS LATER - AFTERNOON

169

Cosy atmosphere in the club, MEN reading, chatting,

smoking, HARDY and EDMUND sitting at a small table near a

window overlooking the busy street.Almost indefinable

shapes obscured by the grey fog

HARDY

My wife asks me to tell you that

she greatly values the

photographs you sent. Indeed so

do I. She thinks it such a

fortunate chance you managed to

capture one of our Moss when you

visited last.

EDMUND

It is indeed very fortuitous.I am

pleased to see you in Town again

though ’tis wonder you can see at

all.The fog thickened to

blackness on my way here today

HARDY

The same, I have managed to get a

room at the West Central

EDMUND

Good. Did you see Osgood today?

The passing of the Copyright Bill

by the American House of

Representatives is such a

surprise

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY

To everybody. Yes I saw him and

he is assuming that it will

probably become law next July

EDMUND

One wonders what difference it

will make to us English Authors

HARDY

Probably quite significant.

That’s why I intend to save the

copyright of Tess in America..

shall we say ’owing to delay’

EDMUND

I hope it all goes well Thomas

170 INT. DRAWING ROOM - MAX GATE - CHRISTMAS EVE - AFTERNOON

170

EMMA and HARDY are taking afternoon tea in front of the

roaring fire.It is snowing.Trot and other cats are

stretched out in front of the fire.

EMMA

How was London?

HARDY

The fog was as dense as a wall

and black as soot at night. I

only had to get to Mary’s though

which was easy and the club of

course.

EMMA

It is good that you came home

when you did with all this snow.

How does Mrs Jeune fair?

HARDY

She inquires about you everyday.

I told her about your knee and

she has recommended a specialist.

Moreover she says that if you

have to come to Town about the

lameness you are to stay with her

and her only.

EMMA

That is very kind

HARDY

Yes she is so kind, so easily

empathizes. She complained

bitterly of wasting a shilling by

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY (cont’d)
once taking a cab when she

usually uses the penny omnibuses.

EMMA

You did not take a cab?

HARDY

No of course,you know that I

always walk when I can.

EMMA

So you can better see the ladies’

pretty faces as they pass you

by..

HARDY

Emma, please ...

171 EXT. MAX GATE- GARDEN BOUNDARY-CHRISTMAS EVE -LATE

AFTERNOON 171

HARDY is walking around the garden, all wrapped up, in the

snow storm. He walks the boundary of the garden where all

the young pine trees were planted and are now covered in

snow. To Hardy they appear smothered, restricted,stifled

HARDY

(to himself)

Tis no better with us than with

the rest of creation

172 INT. FRAMPTON COURT - MRS SHERIDEN’S BALL -EVENING 172

The Hardys are at local aristocrat’s ball.It is full of

local dignitaries.Add a dateline:

JANUARY 1891

Hardy is uncomfortable. He cannot abide the pretence,Emma

is uncomfortable because she cannot dance because of her

lameness and would love to do so.They are standing with Mr

Turner (50’s) friend of Hardy who always has a hand in the

activities of the community,jolly, harmless sort

HARDY

Look at ’ee waltzing around with

that face of ambition

EMMA

He is having fun, I wish so much

to waltz, must be such pleasure

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY

No not of the slightest pleasure

it’s as if they are saying to

themselves this has to be done

The Host MRS SHERIDEN (revels in her high status, well

spoken, extravagantly dressed )flounces over to the trio

MARY SHERIDEN

(falsely smiling)

Good Evening Mr Hardy, are you

enjoying yourself. Mrs Hardy?. Mr

Turner?

HARDY

We are all inveterate joy makers

but the actual fabrication is

hardly pleasure Mrs Sheriden

MARY SHERIDEN

(taken aback)

Oh ..

EMMA

Please Thomas

HARDY

I cannot pretend. ’Tis dishonest

THACKERAY TURNER

Some do pretend and some are more

successful at it than others I

must admit, but I see what you

are saying.

MRS SHERIDEN falsely smiling again flounces away as light

footed as she arrived, stops to talk to other guests

completely unperturbed by Hardy’s comment

THACKERAY TURNER (CONT.)

Are you able to put your name to

the petition against this latest

proposed destruction of Stratton

Church, being as you are a highly

regarded author

HARDY

I fear I have no influence here

Thackeray, I am not rated at all

highly in Dorset but as an

architect I strongly support your

cause as you well know and will

certainly make my thoughts known

anonymously.Is that Mrs Ashley,

the land owner over there?

(CONTINUED)
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THACKERAY TURNER

Indeed it is.The right honourable

Mrs Ashley. I do not think she

has been well advised

HARDY

No neither do I, I don’t think

Mrs Ashley would willfully

destroy anything

MAN

May I have the pleasure?

EMMA

It is with genuine regret I must

decline Sir, I fear my knee will

not stand up to it

HARDY

Let us take a seat dear and watch

the notability swagger and swank

their way around the ballroom.

Your gown looks beautiful Emma.

Mrs Grylls did an excellent job

A local politician and old friend of Hardy, ROBERT

EDGCUMBE, approaches HARDY and interrupts a rare moment of

affection shared between the Hardy’s

ROBERT PEARCE EDGCUMBE

Would you write something on the

question of Ireland Tom?

EMMA

Oh I have never been to Ireland,

but they say it’s such a

beautiful place to visit, much

like my very own Cornwall

HARDY

Robert, you know I do not take

any part in politics and even if

I did, lately I have so many

doubts about the situation our

politicians have led us into that

...

ROBERT PEARCE EDGCUMBE

I understand Thomas, that

question aside would you vote for

me in the May election.You know I

am standing for South Dorset

HARDY

(deliberately ambiguous)

I will vote for one who I know to

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY (cont’d)

be most likely to act wisely in

government

ROBERT PEARCE EDGCUMBE

Thank you Thomas. Thackeray, my

friend would you care to meet the

right honourable Mrs Ashley?

THACKERAY TURNER

I would indeed Robert.

TURNER and EDGECUMBE walk off together in buoyant mood,

EDGECUMBE full of his own self importance. TURNER

impressed. Hardy turns to Emma, smiling,(not a common

sight)

EMMA

Not once did they ask about your

writing, did they?

They continue to talk contently while the band plays and

the dancers brush closely by them. The couple leave

un-noticed.

173 INT. DRAWING ROOM - MAX GATE - MARCH 1891- MORNING 173

There has been a harsh frost and the weather is biting

cold outside.EMMA is at the table with all her paints laid

out around, painting a delicate, exquisite looking

butterfly.The table top is cluttered. She is very pleased

with it. HARDY is reading a letter

EMMA

Have you seen any of the

serialization of Tess, should we

purchase some copies?

HARDY

I cannot bring myself, several

issues of The Graphic have

arrived already, they remain as

they should, bound up.

EMMA continues to paint and HARDY is absorbed also.

EMMA

There ’tis done.I am pleased with

this little picture.Would you

come and look Tom? Give your

opinion?

One of the cats walks across the table and knocks a small

jar of water over the painting spoiling it and Emma is

naturally upset

HARDY

(CONTINUED)
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(half jokingly)

Perhaps when you have another

ready!

EMMA

That is unkind of you. You make

no attempt to pass a comment on

my work,except that one time when

you criticized my perspective.You

are glad it is ruined.You always

make me feel I should not disturb

you, like now, you are obviously

deeply engrossed. What are you

reading? Who is she?

HARDY

’tis of no interest to you Emma.

Some recent jottings from an

aspiring young poet who seeks my

approval

EMMA

I have a poem Tom

She panic searches through the mess on the table and

produces a neatly written verse, damp

Read this, go on, read my poem,

give me your approval. Read it!

HARDY

Emma dear you are hysterical,you

are upset because your painting

is spoiled and I should not have

wished to upset you further.I ask

forgiveness,’twas unthinking of

me.You are getting anxious again

Em.I thought you were not so

jealous of late. Let me get Nell

to help you clean up

HARDY leaves to fetch Nell. EMMA picks up the sheet of

paper HARDY was reading, screws it up and throws it in the

fire, then she throws all her work including the water

damaged butterfly and her poem into the fire also.

174 INT. DORCHESTER LIBRARY ARCHIVE - NEXT DAY 174

FLORENCE

Good mornin’ Mr ’ardy an’ what

you be wantin’ to be readin’

’bout today

HARDY

Ah It cheers me up to see you

again Florrie. I would like to

view some maps of old Oxfordshire

(MORE)
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HARDY (cont’d)
and perhaps more specifically

some examples of the architecture

of the town itself.

FLORENCE

I been readin’ your serial in The

Graphic, I like it very much but

me mam doesn’t at all.

HARDY

What is your opinion then?

FLORENCE

I think it be romantic especially

the bit when the farm ’and takes

the milkmaids ’cross the river in

a wheelbarrow. But ’tis also

unhappy.It be quite sad at times.

HARDY

Expect more sadness Florrie when

the volumes are published later

this year. I have somewhat

changed many scenes and fear that

the nature of the actual story

has been compromised in the

magazine.You must look out for

the book form when it is comes

out.

FLORENCE

I will gladly though I be not

sure that I know what compromised

means. What ’appens to the girl

in the end?

HARDY

Just keep reading and

enjoying,but maybe not show your

mother the actual volume when you

get it

FLORENCE

Is the city of Oxford gonna be

where your next book’s story

’appens?

HARDY

Maybe?
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175 INT. EMMA’S BEDROOM - SAME TIME 175

EMMA is sitting in front of her dressing table, her face

is tired and unbecoming, her hair greying, she is putting

on weight.She moves to a little bureau, unlocks the drawer

and takes out a diary which she has not long started. She

writes:

My husband is the cruelest ever a

man could be

176 INT. HARDY’S NEW STUDY - END MARCH - MORNING 176

HARDY is searching through papers and drawers but not in

an organised manner.He is distracted,irritated.EMMA tries

to sort it all out as HARDY makes more of a mess

HARDY

Emma where are the scenes in red.

You must copy them into the

original manuscript now in black.

We have much restoring to do

EMMA

Thomas the serial has been well

received why risk more criticism,

keep it the same

HARDY

What you really mean is that you

cannot bear to be copying in what

others have referred to as sexual

improprieties.Here is one

HARDY tears up the proof where Tess is working in the

fields and throws it into the fire after detaching it from

the page written in red ink where she feeds her

illegitimate baby in the corn field

HARDY (CONT.)

’tis the most right and natural

thing in the world for a child to

come from such intimacy between a

man and woman

EMMA

How cruel of you Thomas. To bring

up how it is with us

HARDY

I didn’t mean ...

EMMA

Why is there so much grief? I

think ’tis probably best to never

see an own child grow up, to grow

into a man

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY nods in agreement without actually saying so. He

feels sorry for Emma until she has in her hand the Martha

Brown bundle of documents

EMMA

You should return these to the

archives..

HARDY

Don’t touch her! ..them

HARDY takes the bundle, sits down at his desk and unties

it,searching through,he takes out the witness account from

Harriet Knight.This is not the first time he has read it,

he stares at it as the scene dissolves to

177 INT. THE BROWN’S GROCERY SHOP - WINTER 1852 177

MARTHA has just weighed up some flour for her customer

HARRIET KNIGHT

HARRIET KNIGHT

You be settlin’ in well I see.

Your husband be a kind young man,

always helpin’ others

MARTHA

He be quite charmin’that’s for

sure

MARTHA gasps in pain and holds her stomach

MARTHA (CONT.)

The baby, I think e be comin’ far

too early.I must get to my

bedroom, excuse me Mrs Knight

She ushers MRS KNIGHT out the door

HARRIET KNIGHT

I’ll get your ’usband for e. ’is

’orse still be in field so do e

know where he might be?

MARTHA

Thank ee Mrs Knight, The Rose and

Crown if e’s not out with ’orse

and cart.

178 INT. THE BROWN’S BEDROOM ABOVE THE SHOP - MIDDAY 178

MARTHA falls in agony on to the bed, she takes off her

skirt with effort but the white petticoats are already

stained with blood.MARTHA is miscarrying, the ordeal goes

on for quite sometime and the blood is seeping down the

(CONTINUED)
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bed sheets and spilling on to the floor boards. MARTHA

searches for some towels to stem the blood flow but it

just streams out. MARTHA lays exhausted and sweating on

the bed. JOHN bursts through the door

JOHN

My God, this looks like a murder

scene.

MARTHA

I lost our son John

MARTHA turns to JOHN expecting regret and sadness, and

some comfort from him

JOHN

This is disgusting Martha, makes

me feel sick, have this mess

cleared up ’fore I return

MARTHA hears the door slam shut.The scene changes back to

179 INT.HARDY’S NEW STUDY - END MARCH - MORNING 179

HARDY ties the finished serialization up with another red

ribbon, avoiding EMMA’S eyes

EMMA

You do what you will with your

book.I will never understand you

even though I have copied and

transcribed studiously these past

months for you?

HARDY(QUIETLY)

But always with such a cold heart

HARDY regrets what he says and so looks at last to EMMA

HARDY (CONT.)

I am ready for whatever criticism

comes.The position of man and

woman in nature and the belief in

the minds of man and woman,

things which everybody is

thinking but nobody is saying

must be taken up, should be

treated frankly

EMMA

I fear it Tom

HARDY

Matters have to be said.I have

given them what I think they

should want. In fact ...

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY moves past EMMA finds the title page, dips his pen

in ink and writes under Tess of the d’Urbervilles A Pure

Woman faithfully presented by Thomas Hardy

Well ’tis done

HARDY smiles with satisfaction. EMMA is saddened again,

she looks really puzzled

EMMA

You are fully aware that you have

now waved the red rag to the bull

HARDY

To the delicate minded - Yes I am

and ’twas fully my intention

The completed serialization is sent.

180 INT.MARY JEUNES 79, HARLEY STREET MAY 3RD 180

EMMA AND HARDY are back in London.Add a dateline:

LONDON 1891

They visit MARY JEUNE who has just moved into a new house

in Harley Street. The sunlight is streaming through the

windows

MARY JEUNE

I am so glad that you could both

visit on this occasion. We are I

am afraid still in a muddle but

what do you think?

HARDY

Very large Mary, I can see it

will suit your ever increasing

round of entertaining really well

MADELEINE

Uncle Tom you’re here

DOROTHY

It is so good to have you visit

again. Mother says that we are

all going to the theatre this

evening, and then we will have

drinks and catch a cab back home

MARY JEUNE

No we will not waste money girls,

now come Thomas and my dear Emma

sit down both of you and tell us

all about what’s happening in the

country. Emma how are your knees?
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The conversation fades into being just an incomprehensible

mumble in HARDY’S head. HARDY seems rather weary and not

so at home as he has been before.EMMA on the contrary is

admiring the furniture, decadence and wealth of Mary,s new

home.She would love to live in a similar place

181 LONDON - CONTINUOUS 181

HARDY wanders around the court houses and police stations

in the city, listening to trials, watching prisoners being

ill treated, witnessing arrests, listening to punishments

being handed out unfairly. At all times he is despairing

182 INT. LIBRARY ALDEBURGH SUFFOLK - JUNE 182

HARDY is staying at EDWARD CLODD’S residence. Other

invited guests include WILLIAM BESSANT and JAMES BARRIE

Hardy and his friend Edward Clodd are talking with other

enlightened friends

HARDY

I am glad you like my ’Noble

Dames’

EDWARD CLODD

I particularly liked the

Malster’s story. Is it true?

HARDY

Most of the tales are based on

fact.

J M BARRIE

I found them fascinating. But you

seem uneasy with yourself Tom

about them

HARDY

They are really just a frivolous

little volume which I took in

hand when in a fit of low spirits

BESSANT

I have been following your

serialization in The

Graphic,interesting..

J M BARRI

Yes Tess of the d’Urbervilles

HARDY

The mutilated Tess as I call it

James

(CONTINUED)
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BESSANT

Really?

J M BARRIE

You are bitter I can tell

EDWARD CLODD

Not yourself Tom, you seem

unsettled, discomposed?

HARDY

I must say that all and all it

has been a really emotional

experience... one that I have

found tedious, in fact drudgery

at times.Excuse me, you are

right, I am disconsolate

BESSANT

I was going to ask, how is Mrs

Hardy?

Hardy does not answer but gives away his feelings towards

Emma

EDWARD CLODD

I am not surprised that your

marriage is as it is.That is the

heart of the matter. My friend,

Emma is not your intellectual

equal and now that you have

aspired to her own class...

HARDY

(interrupting)

Both her parents, in fact all her

family warned me off marrying her

because I was then not considered

good enough. We have been content

in the past but now there is more

bickering as I see it on her

part, she is becoming so

temperamental

EDWARD CLODD

The fact that there should always

be peace between a husband and

wife, what is called the sanctity

of marriage is simply yet another

superstition

J M BARRIE

Indeed so,have you not said

Edward that there should not be

any question of marriage vows

ever being binding

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY

Emma’s growing Christian ideology

puts myself in the wrong

always.Her religious commitment

is becoming a strain

EDWARD CLODD

Religious beliefs can be

dispensed with quite calmly if

you do not believe yourself

BESSANT

Absolutely so and without anguish

or regret

HARDY

I do so but..

EDWARD CLODD

There you are then.Could Mrs

Hardy not come on this visit?

HARDY

I fear she would not have

remotely fitted in and if she

knew of what we talked about she

would have tried her utmost to

stop me coming too. Anyway, I

felt it would be unwise in her

current health

EDWARD CLODD

You seem to be changing somewhat

the terms of your marriage Tom?

HARDY

I cannot abide to have to keep up

appearances anymore. My wife

would disapprove if I didn’t

though, as indeed so would some

of my other ’society’ friends.

EDWARD CLODD

Then keep up appearances no more

Thomas if it is to make you more

content, more happy

J M BARRIE

Happiness... there’s a state of

being to contend with! Can one

actually ever be happy?

HARDY

Happiness is just a brief episode

in the general drama of pain

James, nothing more

(CONTINUED)
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EDWARD CLODD

We are all so glum at the

moment.Come we need some air and

exercise

Clodd assembles all present and they leave the library

183 INT. NEW STUDY MAX GATE - 3 MONTHS LATER 183

EMMA and HARDY are still correcting and preparing Tess for

volume form restoring the original scenes that were

omitted from the serialization.The front door bell

chimes.NELLIE appears at the door with a telegraph for

EMMA

NELLIE

Mrs ’ardy mam, just delivered

EMMA reads the news that her mother has died. She

collapses in the chair hands the telegraph to HARDY who

reads it.

HARDY

Poor Em ’twas to be expected but

both parents within a year.. I

will finish these.You must rest.

I am going up to Town again

shortly to see Osgood and deliver

the volumes, I presume you will

not now come.

(he calls out)

Nellie!

EMMA

What do you think Tom?

NELLIE

Yes Mr ’ardy

HARDY

Mrs Hardy has received some

distressing news will you take

her to the drawing room and get

her some tea. I will join her

shortly.

Nellie sympathetically takes Emma away. Hardy sighs

184 INT. TRAIN CARRIAGE -ON ROUTE TO LONDON - LATE OCTOBER 184

HARDY sits with his bag containing the completed volumes

of Tess. The carriages rumble along and Hardy is alone he

catches sight of Stone Henge in the distance.He is in very

low spirits,he opens one volume towards the last pages and

reads.The scene dissolves to
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185 EXT .STONEHENGE ANCIENT MONUMENT - EARLY MORNING 185

The sun is rising, there is a chill in the air.SIXTEEN

POLICE OFFICERS come into view on the horizon. ANGEL sees

them and gently wakes Tess up

ANGEL CLARE

They’re here Tess

TESS

Have they come for me?

ANGEL CLARE

Yes, dearest, they have come.

TESS

As it should be. Angel I am

almost glad, yes glad. This

happiness could not have

lasted..I ’ave ’ad enough and now

I shall not live for you to

despise me

TESS is arrested and led away

TESS

(quietly)

I am ready

186 EXT. WILLIAM BARNES GRAVE - CAME CHURCHYARD -END OF

NOVEMBER 186

HARDY has delivered the volumes, returned and is sitting

against the church wall. It is cold and he is dressed

warm. He rises and leans against Barnes’ headstone

HARDY

(quietly with a concerned look)

My friend,I await a mighty storm

brewing around my Tess.

He lowers his head then retraces his steps towards Max

Gate, walking briskly,while

HARDY (V.O)

It will be much better when I am

under the bough,I shall be more

myself, then ,than I am now
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187 INT. FRITH’S RESIDENCE- DORCHESTER -DECEMBER 187

The volumes of Tess have been published in UK.Hardy is

visiting Friends Sir George Douglass Walter

Frith(Barrister) Sir Lewis Cave (Judge) and other justices

of the peace

GEORGE FRITH

Thomas, what can I say, the more

I read, the more my sympathy for

the girl grows...a remarkable

woman

HARDY

I am so truly glad that Tess has

won your affections. I too lost

my heart to her as I went through

her history

GEORGE FRITH

May I introduce you to Sir Lewis

Cave

HARDY

Pleased to meet you Mr Cave, have

you read my book?

LEWIS CAVE

Not as yet but I fully intend to

after George’s recommendation

GEORGE FRITH

The general public would

certainly not have received it

any sooner and even at present

there may be objections to the

frankness of the tale

HARDY

Many of my novels have suffered

objections these past years and

almost always because

of misrepresentation and

misinterpretation

LEWIS CAVE

I must say The Daily Chronicle’s

immediate review was very good

GEORGE FRITH

It was indeed quoting your book

as ’a more virile type of novel’

HARDY

Quite and the comment, even more

pleasing for me,that it was one

which is not incompatible with

(MORE)
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HARDY (cont’d)
sound morality.I feel quite

honoured.

CHARLES

What made you have your woman

receive the ultimate punishment

at the end for something you were

always intimating she was not

culpable of

HARDY

Tess had to be hounded to death

by the harshness of the

establishment and those around

her. Like Martha Brown

CHARLES

Who?

HARDY

Martha Brown...

CHARLES

Your inspiration?

HARDY

In many ways..at least her

death...no her life. Once a

victim, always a victim, that is

the law! Injustice, hypocrisy

execution -’Tis such a cruel

ending to a life.

HARDY starts to feel a little ill, sits downs and drifts

away. The scene dissolves to

188 INT. PRISON CELL - DORCHESTER PRISON - EARLY MORNING 188

TESS is walking the same path as MARTHA BROWN out of the

cell and to her place of execution which this time is not

a public one but carried out in a special prison room.

189 EXT.FIELD NEXT TO RIVER FROME- OUTSKIRTS DORCHESTER 189

The black flag can be seen flying over the prison and the

death bell tolls. The back view of ANGEL and LIZA LU are

on a hillock outside town, the river flows relentlessly

onwards in front of them. They walk off arm in arm.The

scene turns black the death bell still tolls then..
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190 EXT.DORCHESTER PRISON -1856 190

The death bell still tolling, MARTHA BROWN is led to the

scaffold in front of thousands, the scene changes back to

191 INT. FRITH’S RESIDENCE - DORCHESTER - SAME- LATE NOVEMBER

191

Hardy is recovering from a slight faint.

LEWIS CAVE

Are you alright Thomas?

HARDY

Yes ... yes It is an image that

has always haunted me..Martha

Brown, you may remember the

murder case back in the 50’s

resided out at the Marshwood

Vale.. a beautiful life wiped out

... and publicly too.I’m ashamed

to say I witnessed it ...

Hardy wipes his brow, looks genuinely affected

HARDY(CONT.)

My father told me a story once

about a 14year old boy who was

hanged just for being in the

vicinity of a fire during the

agricultural riots. Fourteen, and

another life senselessly ended

CHARLES

It’s as well that times have

changed. When Stephen and myself

were struggling young lawyers we

went to the Old Bailey to see a

man hanged. We thought it would

be well to have learnt how the

last sentence of the law is

actually carried out.For we

thought we may be judges

ourselves one day.

HARDY

’Tis certainly well to not have

the affair public anymore...

Still I await a much harsher

criticism to come once my book

has circulated proper and who

knows I may even require your

services gentlemen!
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192 INT. LOCAL NEWSPAPER OFFICE - WEYMOUTH -JANUARY 1892 192

The newsroom is small and claustrophobic.Add a dateline:

JANUARY 1892

The sound of the printing presses clank in a hall nearby.

The bustle of movement and voices echo into the room which

in itself is a welcome retreat

INTERVIEWER

Mr Hardy, thank you for coming in

today I appreciate that you do

not give interviews normally but

there never has been so much

controversy over a publication

HARDY

Good morning

INTERVIEWER

Since its publication last

November Your book has been

called immoral and profane and

there seems to be a particular

outrage by the added subtitle ’A

Pure woman’

HARDY

’faithfully presented by Thomas

Hardy’, faithfully I wrote and

that was clearly my intention

INTERVIEWER

Is not ’pure’ the highest term of

approval that can be given a

woman.An accolade for a virgin or

chaste wife? Surely then this is

a misuse of the word as has been

claimed by many in the publishing

world

HARDY

If your read the title in its

entirety and within the context

of the story, its environment and

natural surroundings,its meaning

should be very plain for any

reader to understand. Have you

read it yourself?

INTERVIEWER

Not as yet ...but your story

certainly seems to be coming

between people. Lord Salisbury

and The Duchess of Abercorn have

stated that friends have almost

(MORE)
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INTERVIEWER (cont’d)

been fighting over the dinner

table. It is becoming a matter of

’Do you support her or not?

HARDY

I have heard that.

INTERVIEWER

There are those who will reply,

’No indeed, she deserved hanging,

a little harlot”a wicked

murderer’ and others who describe

her as a poor wronged innocent.

HARDY

It is there for the individual

reader’s appreciation and

interpretation. But I hope that

all will see that it was the

worst injustice of all that which

was done to Tess and indeed all

others like her,to end her life

that way.

The scene changes to

193 EXT. GARDEN - MAX GATE - LATER THAT AFTERNOON 193

HARDY is wandering around his garden observing the state

of the fruit bushes, planning with BERNIE where the

vegetables will be planted this coming year, seemingly

content and very ordinary and also

194 INT. DRAWING ROOM - MAX GATE - SIMULTANEOUS 194

EMMA is reading the article in the Western Chronicle as

NELLIE is making the fire up.EMMA has a cat on her lap.

The rest of the interview is heard as a voice over, over

both cutaways

Mr Hardy was asked to give some

clarity to the reference at the

end of the novel to the president

of the immortals having had their

cruel sport with Tess. He stated

that once again it is being read

wrongly and that it was not meant

as an attack on Christianity or

one’s personal religion. He

quoted,’I am merely referring to

the darker outside forces

bringing about the destruction of

Tess, the forces being intrinsic

in society,with its dogma,

standards and prejudices. When

(MORE)
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asked if Mr Hardy expected even

worse criticism to come as the

novel’s circulation increased, he

replied, Man being who he is,

Yes.

HARDY enters the drawing room still in his coat and hat as

the voice over finishes

EMMA

I still don’t understand who

exactly the president of the

immortals is,if it is not God

HARDY

Then it is God, if you so wish

EMMA

I knew it. Blame our Lord, who

taketh the blame himself from

everyone and anyone with such

humility

HARDY

Your thoughts Emma, your belief.

My thoughts, my belief

HARDY leaves the drawing room as abruptly as he arrived.

EMMA fingers the cross and chain that belonged to her dead

mother that she wears around her neck. NELLIE brushes her

dirty hands on her apron and leaves. The cats take their

place in front of the fire.

195 INT. DRAWING ROOM - MAX GATE - WEEK LATER -AFTERNOON 195

HARDY is in a furious mood looking out of the window at

his friend EDWARD CLODD, arriving by coach. Edward gets

out.The bell is pulled,we hear

NELLIE (OS)

Good aft’noon Mr Clodd, Sir, Go

straight through

EDWARD CLODD

Thomas..

Edward puts his arm around Hardy’s shoulder

EDWARD CLODD(CONT’D)

It is a pleasure to meet you

again Mrs Hardy. It was a pity

you couldn’t join us at Aldeburgh

last summer. It was ... very

bracing ..mentally and physically

was it not Thomas?

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY

It was..we took some fine walks.

Edward I must say that your

criticism of Tess was

excellent.Generous yet incisive,

you put it so well

EDWARD CLODD

Ah ..the motive -as a constant -

is everything; the deed -as a

passing accident-nothing

HARDY

Contains the whole gist of the

story.It could stand as its motto

Nellie brings in a tray for afternoon tea

EMMA

Tea Mr Clodd

EDMUND

Thank you Mrs Hardy

HARDY

Did you read the article in the

Saturday Review?

EDMUND

I haven’t as yet

EMMA

Tom is very angry arn’t you Tom?

HARDY

Who would not be.They alter my

preface, omit the second part of

the title of the book which is

absolutely necessary to show its

meaning and indulge themselves in

innuendoes of indecent intentions

on my part.

EMMA

Tom you must calm down

HARDY

I suppose the horridness was just

too apparent. I must ask Bessant

what he thinks of the review.

EDWARD CLODD

Are you that worried about it?

HARDY

No I suppose not it just makes me

angry... strangely enough the

(MORE)
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HARDY (cont’d)
review has actually quickened the

sales this week

EMMA

My husband is gaining quite a

reputation.I am going to be a

famous novelist’s wife

HARDY

Emma, don’t be silly

EMMA

The publishers sent him a letter

saying that they are frantically

reprinting because they have

sold out all of their copies

EDWARD CLODD

And so they will actually have to

keep people waiting a few days

well that is absolutely

splendid.This is an enviable

position to be in.

EMMA

A jam scone Mr Clodd.

EDWARD CLODD

Are you ready for the fame

Thomas?

EMMA

We are most certainly.

MONTAGE:

196 INT. EXT. LONDON - CONTINUOUS 196

Hardy is having his beard shaved off and his moustache

shaped, his hair cut.

Emma is doing her best to look smart and acceptable,

buying new clothes in fashionable shops

Hardy being treated like a celebrity, crowds around

Emma vying for the limelight, Hardy stealing it every time

197 EXT. OPERA HOUSE - COVENT GARDEN FEBRUARY 1892 197

On the steps outside Hardy is surrounded by journalists

and reporters. He appears comfortable and looks wealthy.

He has fashioned up and looks more dapper. Many women are

seeking out his attention. Hardy is the celebrity, Emma is

in the background, jealous, uncomfortable.

(CONTINUED)
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REPORTER

How do you respond Mr Hardy to

causing so much offense by your

novel?

ANOTHER REPORTER

Yes what do you say?

YET ANOTHER REPORTED

Mr Hardy do you regret being so

forthright in your ideas

ANOTHER

Mr Hardy .....

A funeral possession passes by solemnly and looks

incongruous within the setting. HARDY watches specifically

a beautiful woman in black mourning clothes walking along

side the carriage, sedate and composed. HARDY unexpectedly

sees the face of Martha Brown,the scene dissolves to

198 EXT. OUTSIDE DORCHESTER PRISON - 9TH AUGUST AM 198

THE SHERIFF, OFFICERS, REV CLEMETSON and HENRY MOULE

escort MARTHA out of the prison.She is wearing a long

black silk dress. She refuses transport and walks her way

toward the scaffold. She is seen to be talking to the

CHAPLAIN and making gestures of prayer. Everyone else is

overcome but MARTHA remains composed and resigned to her

fate. MARTHA looks so beautiful, so composed, so accepting

199 EXT. OPERA HOUSE COVENT - GARDEN -SECONDS LATER 199

HARDY

If people are offended by the

truth then it is better they

suffer the offense than the truth

be covered up or not said at

all.Good day.

HARDY followed by EMMA is led towards a waiting coach, it

seems the whole of the city is interested in him

200 INT. DRAWING ROOM - MAX GATE A MONTH LATER 200

Hardy is reading the review of Tess in The Quarterly. He

is calm but seething inside and calls Emma in

HARDY

Emma listen to this.. from Mr.

Mowbray Morris in the Quarterly

Review

We are required to read the story

of Tess ... as the story of ‘A

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY (cont’d)
Pure woman faithfully presented

by Thomas Hardy’Compliance with

this request entails something of

a strain upon the English

Language...’this is a clumsy

sordid tale of boorish brutality

and lust.Mr Hardy has

deliberately chosen to tell an

extremely disagreeable story in

an extremely disagreeable

manner’

....mmm easy to be smart and

amusing if a man will forgo

voracity and sincerity.

EMMA

That is a cutting condemnation

Tom but you cannot blame him

entirely.Sometimes it seems that

you deliberately try to be

controversial.You learn too much

from Edward

HARDY

Emma you know nothing and are

certainly in no position to pass

comment

EMMA

That is unfair after I helped you

so much with the writing of it

HARDY

You did help and I am grateful

but you copied that’s all

EMMA

I made all those ’emendations’as

I called them to our book

HARDY

My novel Emma

EMMA

You are always so grumpy when

your work is criticized and I as

usual have to take it.

HARDY

Well if this sort of thing

continues then no more novel

writing for me.

(CONTINUED)
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EMMA

I wish that were so then we might

be happier like we once were

HARDY

A man must be a fool to

deliberately stand up to be shot

at.

EMMA

You arn’t listening

EMMA walks out and HARDY continues to read more reviews

201 INT. MARY JEUNE’S HOUSE - HARLEY STREET - MAY 201

Mary and both her daughters have been ill and are sat

around with shawls around their shoulders. However it has

not stopped her GUESTS still being entertained. EDITH is

there as is MABEL and others. HARDY and EMMA arrive as

they are all taking tea

MARY JEUNE

Darling, it is wonderful to see

you. I trust you are well, as you

know we have all had the

influenza

HARDY

I am well,I think it is the fact

that we live in a country house

which is isolated by fields

MARY JEUNE

And now you come to stay in one

full of sickness..You do seem

very ..different, almost

fashionable

DOROTHY

Uncle Tom, I am not as grown up

as you suspect and when you

replied to my letter you called

yourself Thomas Hardy, Uncle Tom

how could you?

HARDY

I apologize Dorothy your grown up

handwriting led me to believe

that you had ceased to be the

Dorothy you were and was becoming

quite a lady

MADELEINE

You called me my dear Miss

Stanley too Uncle Tom you must

not ever again, promise?

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY

I promise

THOMAS MACQUOID

Your new book is truly inspiring

Thomas, this is your finest so

far.Tess is a true and honest

woman

HARDY

I am so glad that you like her,

though I must admit I have not

been able to put on paper all

that she is or was to me,it was

becoming so painful

EDITH WHARTON

Mothers are telling me that they

are putting copies into their

daughters hands to safeguard

their future

MABEL ROBINSON

And some are praising your

courage and say that you have

done our whole sex a service

MARY JEUNE

Emma my dear how does it feel to

be the first in all the world to

discover the genius in Mr Hardy

who when you first met him was a

mere poor clerk

EMMA just smiles

GEORGE CURZON

It has become quite a scandal, I

actually heard someone whisper it

’a piece of high class

pornography’.

MADELEINE AND DOROTHY giggle out of embarrassment

Just what is needed to guarantee

the utmost in sales

EMMA

And it is selling and selling,we

cannot explain why?

HARDY smiles at the ’we’ to GEORGE who smiles back

NELLIE GOSSE

It is marvellous Emma in any

case.

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY

Well whether Henry James calls

her ’vile’ or Irving Howe calls

her one of the greatest triumphs

in civilisation: a natural girl,

I am done and Tess will always

have a place in my heart

EMMA laughs to cover up her gnawing jealousy

EMMA

Always such a sensitive man

MARY JEUNE

He is dear Emma, he is.

DOROTHY

Are you rich now Uncle Tom?

EDMUND GOSSE

You must be greatly rewarded

financially by Tess’s success,but

then you certainly deserve it

HARDY

It seems so.But it can be a

burden at times with making much

more of an impression upon the

general public then I imagined.

EDITH WHARTON

But that is what we writers set

out to do

HARDY

Yes but then both men and women

are confiding in a stranger, they

feel such a need to tell me their

revelations

MADELEINE

Tell us what Uncle Tom what sort

of revelations?

HARDY

Wives with a past like Tess but

who had not told their husbands,

husbands who had similar

experiences to Angel Clare. I had

one educated woman of a very good

position begging a meeting with

me in private so she could

actually tell her story rather

than write it

(CONTINUED)
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EDMUND

Thomas, you did not!

HARDY

No,Yet I cannot help feel sad

that I didn’t, if she were an

honest, sincere woman in trouble

I should have helped

EMMA excuses herself and leaves not feeling too well.

MARY JEUNE

Thomas you had better see to your

wife if she is not well.Such a

brief visit. Are you in Town

long?

HARDY

In fact we intend to travel home

tomorrow. I have a close relative

who is seriously unwell. Good day

everyone.

Hardy gives a slight bow but has a serious face. Mary and

the guests nod and smile. Madeleine and Dorothy both shout

MADELEINE AND DOROTHY

Good day Uncle Tom!

202 EXT. WILLIAM BARNES GRAVE- CAME- CHURCHYARD JUNE 1892 202

Hardy is standing by the large head stone. He takes off

his hat, wipes the sweat from his brow

HARDY

Back again from London, my

friend, that hot plate of

humanity, on which we first sing,

then simmer, then boil then dry

away to dust and ashes.

Two local grave diggers are digging nearby.As Hardy leaves

he doffs his hat acknowledging them

MONTAGE:

203 INT.EXT.BOCKHAMPTON COTTAGE AND COUNTRYSIDE - CONTINUOUS

203

Hardy visiting his dying father paying daily visits

Young cattle in the fields

Grown Fox cubs playing in the sunshine

Speaking to brother Henry his sisters
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204 INT. DRAWING ROOM -MAX GATE - JULY 20TH 204

HARDY is just about to visit his father when he himself is

visited by one of his brother HENRY’S workers who is

standing in the doorway out of breath. He swiftly takes

off his cap.

MAN

Mr ’Ardy sir. I be so sorry

Hardy knows instantly that his father has died.

HARDY

When?

MAN

This aft’noon, Sir, quietly

HARDY

I was just on my way..

MAN

I know Sir, "Enry says I to go

straight’way and fetch e, but to

say also that one of the last

things your farther asked for was

fresh water drawn from well

HARDY

Yes he would

MAN

An’when he drank it e says yes,

that’s our well water now I know

I be at ’ome and e died

Hardy is momentarily overcome but remains composed,

stares, swallows deeply

HARDY

Thank you for telling

The man turns away, puts his cap back on and hurries

off.Hardy grabs his hat and also leaves Max Gate

205 EXT. STINSFORD CHURCHYARD - END OF JULY MORNING 205

The funeral of Thomas Hardy senior. Lots of PEOPLE IN

ATTENDANCE a sombre affair. HARDY comforts his

MOTHER.HENRY and his SISTERS there- The sound of sheep in

the nearby field, crows overhead,funeral bells. Throughout

HARDY (V.O)

Our day of birth we know. One day

also must be the day of our

death.A day which lay sly and

(MORE)
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HARDY (V.O) (cont’d)
unseen among all the other days

of the year, giving no sign or

sound when we annually pass over

it but none the less so surely

there.

206 INT. LIBRARY ARCHIVE - DORCHESTER - SEPT 206

FLORENCE

Mr ’ardy,I be sorry to ’ear ’bout

your farther. where y bin? I bin

’opin’ to see ee for quite a

while but you don’t come much

oft’n now... that’cause you be a

pop’lar person ?

HARDY

No Florrie, I have had to make

many visits to London,that’s true

but it is always very pleasant

and comforting to return home.

FLORENCE

It mus’be very diff’rent in

London wi’ all those high class

woman and lovely dancin’ girls an

all

HARDY

Those dancing girls are nearly

all skeletons Florrie you can see

all the lines and puckers in

their flesh.

FLORENCE

Mr ’ardy Sir you sound just like

in your book, don’t e like girls

like that?

HARDY

They should be penned and

fattened for a month to round out

their beauty.

FLORENCE

I have made Tess of the

d’Urbervilles my fav’rite book.

She made me cry so much as you

zed it would,for she were never

to blame, I know it. Do ee want

me to get ee some special

information today ?

(CONTINUED)
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HARDY

Can you find all you can on the

changes recently made to the

matrimonial causes act?

FLORENCE

Mr ’Ardy be you gettin’ divorce

HARDY

Of course not Florrie

FLORENCE

Bits of writin’ for anover story

book?

HARDY

Exactly

FLORENCE

I will zid what I can find for ee

I know where them big law bibles

be

207 INT. HARDY’S NEW STUDY - DECEMBER- MORNING 207

NELLIE is making up the fire in the study and Hardy is

writing at his desk. There is a pile of scattered

manuscripts with clearly marked alterations and added

amendments all around him.Hardy writes Jude the Obscure on

a title page. A beautiful bound copy of Tess of the

d’Urbervilles is on the mantlepiece.. EMMA enters

EMMA

Nellie can you bring us some tea

when you’re done and ask Bernie

to fasten up all the door

catches. It is quite stormy

out..Do you wish me to make some

notes Thomas or perhaps do some

copying, these piles look like

they need attending to..

HARDY

No, don’t touch them.I do not

need you.. .I mean.. you are

too.... delicate. Perhaps you

might take up riding again... to

occupy yourself, and it helps

with your knees does it not?

EMMA

Possibly I might and I might ask

Mr Tilley to teach us to ride the

bicycle. Nellie you can bring the

tea to the drawing room where I

shall be. My husband is remaining

here

(CONTINUED)
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EMMA leaves feeling rejected. HARDY’S mind flashes back to

the London scene his new found status,his public front.It

offends him.He is sad that he spoke to EMMA in that way.

He is locked back in his private self NELLIE tries to get

HARDY’S attention

NELLIE

Mr ’Ardy sir, ’ave e become

unwell.

HARDY

Nellie, I find the weight of such

sadness and injustice in our

world too much

NELLIE

So do I Mr ’Ardy.. and you do

look so sad now. You be having

too many of them morbid

thoughts,why don’t ee sit with

Mrs ’ardy a while an I bring ee

both some tea

HARDY

Thank you Nellie but I cannot.I

have much to write, so much to be

said

NELLIE

Are ee still wantin’ that bundle

there takin’ back to the archives

in Dorchester

HARDY

Soon Nellie, soon

Nellie leaves and Hardy takes the bundle of Martha Brown

documents from his desk and places them on the mantlepiece

next to his bound copy of Tess. He is remembering his

youth,that sexually charged moment.The scene dissolves to

208 EXT.SCAFFOLD OUTSIDE DORCHESTER PRISON -9TH AUG

1856-MORNING 208

MARTHA’S body is being cut down from the gallows. THE

CROWD is dispersing. It is still raining.The adolescent

THOMAS HARDY is holding back and still watching;reluctant

to leave the scene.He is curious about why so many younger

children have been allowed to watch,we see families that

came together and now are leaving.The body is placed in a

cart and two men take it back to the prison.The

scaffolding is being dismantled and the young Hardy he

wonders why he watched? The image he has just seen will

haunt him all his life.
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